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"Fire!" shouted Dick. The brave boys advanced to the death line. A tremendous volley rang out.
The prisoners came !lashing from the enololllllre with a cheer. Then they made
a rush .for freedom, the redcoats being powerless to st.op them.
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The Liberty Boys at the

Deat~

By HARRY .MOORE
CHAPTER I.
DISCOVERED BY THE ENEMY.

It was the month of April.
Two boys ha d pau sed before a tavern in South Carolina, a
few miles frcm Camden.
At the time Lord Rawdon, of t he Briti sh a r my, was in pos_..,
session.
The patriots, under Greene, were debating an a t tack upon
it.
There had been a battle fought near it in August of t he
p revious year.
This ha d proved most disastrous to the Americans, then led
by General Gates.
Greene had reorgani zed the army, and at this time, while
Marion and Lee, with their forces, were harassing the enemy
in the lower counties, Greene was getting ready to march
against them elsewhere.
The two boys in front of the tavern looked like young
farmers.
The wore suits of coarse homespun and r ound hats.
One ride a fine, black horse, a pure Arabian, the other
riding a bay.
The horses were not farm horses, nor did the boys look like
farm ers' sons when one glanced at their faces.
They were not farmer boys, they were out on a scouting
·
expedition.
They belonged to a band of young patriots known as the
Liberty Boys.
The boy on the black horse, whom he called Major, was
Dick Slater, the captain.
The other was the first lieutenant, and his name was Bob
E stabrook.
"There are no r edcoats in the tavern, Bob?" a sked Dick.
"No," answered Bob, who was nea rer the windows than
Dick.
''"We might lear n something of the enemy, nevertheless." ,
"Yes, so we might."
"Mark and his party may learn something, if we don't."
"Very true."
Mark Morri son was the second lieutenant of the Liberty
Boys and was out with a party scouting at this very time.
The camp of the Liberty Boys was in a swamp a few miles
•
distant.
The Liberty Boys, being all mounted on gocd horses, could
move rapidly from place to place.
Dick Slater was a famous spy and often went alone into the
very camps of the enemy.
At this time Bob was with him, the two being the closest of
friends.
The sister ot each was the sweetheart of the other, and they
were like brot he rs, as they would be some day.
"We had better keep a good watch," said Dick, dismounting.
"Yes. for the redcoats cannot be far distant."

Bob dismounted and led the horses around to the side of
the house. ·
Here they tethered them, where they were not in sight from
the road.
Dick Slater's black horse, Major, was well known t o the
British.
If he were seen, therefore, the enemy would know that
Dick wa about.
It was about noon and the boys had an excuse for entering
the tavern.
There were already several men there, eating, smoking and
dr inking.
They paid little or no attention to the two boys.
The latter took a seat where they had a view of the road.
If redcoats a pproached they would have timely warning
thereof.
In a few moments a young girl in a neat frock, white cap
and apron came forward.
"Beware of the man with the red beard!" she said, in a low
·
tone.
"What have vou to eat?" Dick asked, showing no surp ri se.
"Boiled mutton and turnips. You are patriots. I saw your
horses."
"Br ing us some and some buttermilk. 'l'he weather holds
pleasant."
"The man is a Tory and a spy, but he does not suspect that
the captain of the Liberty Boys is here."
Dick showed no surprise, although he wondered how the
girl knew him.
She was a patriot, he was certain; but he did not care to
say too much, for fear of being overheard.
"That will be sufficient, with bread and butter," he said, as
if the dinner alone interested him.
"She knows us, Bob," he said, when the girl had gone.
"Yes. Do you remember her ?"
"No; but she has seen us somewhere."
"She seemed to know Maj or, at any r ate."
"Very true, and doubtless saw you lead him around."
"She is a friend, no doub t ; but we cannot say too much ."
"No, we cannot."
In a few minutes the girl returned, placing the boys' dm·
ners before them.
"No one suspects," she said, in a low t one.
· "Very good," said Dick. "I will pay the score now. I
might not see you again."
"The redcoats will not know you in those disguises."
"So I have heard, but I have not seen them."
"They are near, do you know?"
"So I have heard, but I have not seen them."
The girl then went away to attend to other customers.
Several entered at that moment.
Dick knew some of them.
They were Tories of the region.
The boys proceeded to eat their dinner, talking in low tone!i,
but with no air of i:P..,rP.r.v.
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They quickly wheeled and dashed away when they saw that
The Tories paid no attention t o them.
The man with the red beard seemed !:carcely to have seen th ey were outnumbered.
The red-bearded man fled with the B ritish soldiers.
them.
Dick did not pursue them very far.
He talked boastingly and 1n a. loud voice, drank deeply and
He was satisfied wi th having checked them.
smoked a short pipe.
Quickly halting the boys, he said to Mark:
Bob presently glanced out of the window.
"vVe knew that you were out, but not that you were n ear
"Redcoats, Dick!" he said, in a low tone. "The gir l was
us.1t
right."
·'We >vere scouting about and just happened to come this
"Many, Bob?"
way, that's all."
"Five or six, a sergeant and pri~· ates, mcunted."
"We must have known that we were wan~ed ," observed a
In a few minutes the redcoats entered and sat at a table
dashing looking boy on a bay mare, riding next to Mark, who
not far from where the boys were.
rode a big gray.
"Loking for rebels?" asked the red-bearded man.
Thi s was Jack ' llfarren, Mark's chum.
"Not especiallly. There are none here, that I can learn."
"Greene will be coming soon, I hear, and then there are I . "Oi'm thinkin' the horses scinted yez, for they did be turnin'
this way before we knowed it," said Patsy Brannigan, the
those young rascals, the Liberty Boys."
Iri sh Liberty Boy.
"They are the troop of boys i rom the North?"
"Dot was so, I bet me," added a fat German boy, riding
"Yes."
Dick and Bob and many of the boys lived in ' Vestchester, \ ;L h him. "Dose horses choost was went dis way, und we
don'd could helped it."
New York.
'·Carl is right," said Ben Spurlock, a j elly, lively fellow .
There were some Southern beys in the tro, p, however, and
"Well, it's not often that Cookyspillet do be gettin' the
. boys from difierent section s of the country.
roight a v annything, so yez moight as well give u m credit "for
There was also an Irish and a German Libe1ty Bey.
"They are in the region, you say?" continued the sergeant. it," laughed Patsy.
Car l's name was Gookenspieler, but Pa'.sy could never get
"Yes, but I dunno where ; I'd like to know."
The boys went on with their dinner, attracting no attention. it straight.
"You clon'd always was get someclings r ighd yoursellut and
The red-bearded man took his leave, and the buys thought
you don't bedder had said nodings, I 'bet me," spu'. tered Carl.
they had seen the last of him.
"It was t hat way, anyhow," li>.ughed Ma rk. "We were
They had not.
really coming this way before we knew it."
In a short time he returned.
"You saw no redcoats?" sa id Dick.
"Some of those pesky, young rebel aie around !" he s:<id.
"No, not till we met these."
in a loud tone.
After riding a shoTt d!stance, Dick snid:
There was a general surprise.
"I think I will go back. Will you lend me your bay
"Two of their horses a r e outside, and the black one is Dick
mare, Jack?"
Slater's !"
"For your black, l\Iaior?" cried J ack, his eyes br~ghtening.
"The fellow has been looking about," was D'ck's thought.
"Say you so'?" said the sergeant. "1 have seen that black "I should say I would!"
Jack's mare was speedy, but could not equal Dick's black.
horse."
"Dick Slater owns him, and Dick Slater is somewhere about · To ride on that beautiful creature was an honor that all
the beys were proud of.
-maybe in this room!"
Dick turned his coat and breeche inside out, so that now
The men began to look about, some of them g .. tting up.
Dick and Bob arose and moved quietly toward the neal'eset they were brown instead of blue, as before.
Taking his round h at, he quickly bent it so that it was
door.
three-cornere<l.
The red-bearded man \Yas looking- around the room.
Brnshing his hair down on hi s forehead, he quite changed
'·I know everybody here," he said; "but the young rebels
his a.ppearance.
must be at hand."
Mounting Jack's bay maTe, he looked like quite a different
Then he caught sight of the boys.
.
boy from the one t h e redcoats had pursued.
"T~.ere they are now!'~ he cried.
"They'll never know you," laughed Harry Thurber, one of
the boys.
" They have not ~een Jack's bay mare and they'll never think
of his having changed horses," added Harry Judson the
CHAPTER II.
' ·
·
1il'st H arry's churn.
"Av anny wan had towld me that Dick Slater wor a turnDICK AND THE SPY.
co~t, Oi'd niver have belaved um," chuckled Patsy.
He was more as a turngoat," laughed Carl, "for cause he
Dick and Bob were nearly to the doer when the man with was turned his preeches."
the red beard discovered them.
"Sure, that's all roight, an' there's wan thing he niver will
At once they made a dash and were out.
turn, an' that's his heart."
Then some one shut the door and locked it.
Dick now rode back t oward the inn, while the boys went on
The boys caught a ffoeting glimpse of the girl as they hur- in \ he direction of the camp.
ried to the outer door.
Nearing the i;m, he met the red-!::ear ded man, riding slowly
The delay was to their advantage.
along.
They were on their horses befol'e the redcoats got out by a n'l'ne man looked a t him closely and asked:
other door.
"Which way have you come, boy?"
·fh e enemy was soon mounted and in pursuit.
"Back that way," with a wave of his hand.
They came on at full speed, expecting soon to catch the
"Did you meet some boys on horseback?"
·
darling boys.
"J?o you mean them young rebels?"
Dick could have outrun them with ease.
Dick never used the word himself, but he did so n ow for a
Dick's horse was not so rapid, however.
purpose.
Dick would not leave him, and it looked as if they would
'.'.Yes. Those are the ones. Which way did they go?"
have to resort to strate!Ty.
Over toward the swamp, I reckon, where their camp is."
"Go on, Dick," said Bob.
"Do you know where it is?"
"No, but we will cheat these fellows yet."
"Yes, I know all this region."
At that moment came the tramp of horses in front of them.
"Could you take me to it?"
Then seven or eight of the Liberty Boys appeared.
This was just what Dick was waiting for the man to proThis Wl!S the party in charge of Mark Morrirnn.
pose.
"Just in time," laughed Bob.
'.'.Yes, easy enough. I've seen the camp plenty of times:"
"There are redcoats behind us, Mark," said Dick, wheeling. . You are not a young rebel yourself?"
The enermy appeared as Mark and his party came up.
"No; of course not."
"Charge!" cried Dick.
pick never called himself a rebel, befng a true patriot.
The redcoats now became the pursued, instead of the purI want to see the young rebels, but I didn't know how to
suers.
· ~ find them. You'll take me there, will you ?"
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Joe Black, as he called himself, saw Dick's horse and others
"Didn't I say I would?" carelessly.
standing around.
"Do you know Dick Slater?"
"Sit down," said Dick, taking a seat on a big moss-covered
"I've seen him and heard him talk lots of times."
stone.
?"
him
know
"Then you'd
Joe Black sat on a stump.
''As well as I'd know myself."
"So you are a spy for the British ?"
"All right; we'll go over there. It is in a swamp, you say?"
"No, I'm not,'' hastily; "I just said I was, that's all."
"Yes, but I can find my way to it easy enough."
"You know what is done with spies when they are caught?"
"You live around here?"
The man's face turned gray.
the
know
I
but
lately,
"Well, I haven't been around here
"You fetched me here," he said, trembling; "I didn't sneak
way about."
in."
"I thought I didn't remember you. What's ycur name?"
"No, but you would have brought the redcoats here."
"'r'1ey call me Joe Green."
"You lied to me," muttered Joe Black. "You said you were
"Huh! You don't look very green, do you?" with a laugh.
not a rebel."
They were now riding in the direction Dick had come.
"Nor am I. We do not call ourselves rebels. We are patri"No, I reckon not; but you look pretty red, don't you, with
ots."
that hair and beard, 'most as if you ha d taken fire?"
.. What are you going to do with me?" uneasih .
"Huh! That's pretty good!" with a laugh.
"I don't know yet. We will not hang you, though , so you
"What's your name? Seems to me I haven't see you around
can make your mind easy on that scora."
here, either."
·
Black seemed greatly relieved.
"Oh, my name's Joe Black," carelessly.
"You're a clever fellow, Slater," he said. "J would not
"Pretty funny, black, ain't it?" with a dry laugh.
have supposed any one could get the better of me like that:'
"That's a fine mare of yours."
"You though I was simply a fo olish boy, whom you could
"Yes, she is pretty tolerable."
didn't you?"
humbug,
mare?"
Carolina
a
isn't
"That
colored.
man
The
simply.
fair,"
pretty
she's
but
"No, she isn't;
Dick had read his very thoughts.
"Pretty fair, you donkey! I should say she was! The
" Take care of him, boys," Dick said. "We cannot let him
Carolina horses aren't anywhere near as good as that. I'd
just yet."
go
like to have t hat mare myself."
The spy was put in a tent under guard .
"Did you ever see Dick Slater's black horse? 1 suppose
It was hardly likely that he could give them any :nformayou have, as you know him ."
tion of the enemy.
"Yes, and I'd like to have that, too."
Dick knew their number and disposition, and it was not
"Anything else you'd like?" laughing.
"Yes, · I'd like to catch Dick Slater himself, the crafty, likely that Black knew any more.
The man might give information of the Liber ty Boys and
young rebel, and take him to Camden."
other patriots if he were set free.
"Would you?"
It was better to keep him a prisoner, therefore, until af.er
"Yes, and ff you show me where his camp is, I'll bring the
the meeting between General Greene and Lord Rawdon, which
redcoats there and do it."
"That would be pretty · slick, wouldn't it? I'd like to see was expected shortly to take place.
If Black had thought that it would be an easy matter to
you do it. You ain't a redcoat, are you? You'd be all red
capture Dick Slater, he did not tihnk so now.
then, wouldn't you?"
The neat arrangement of the camp, the thorough discipline
"Yes, I r eckon I would. You are going right?"
him a
"Yes, and will get there pretty soon. Do ycu know, I'd just and the watchfulness of the Liberty Boys, all g..1ve
them.
for
respect
greater
Slater?"
Dick
catch
you
see
to
IH:e
He saw at once that any attempt to escape would be frus"Well, you will if you wait around. You just give me a
trated.
want."
I
all
that's
and
camp,
the
of
good view
As long as there was no danger of hi s being hanged, he
Dick did not lead the way directly to the camp.
as well make up his mind to remain a prisoner for a
might
himself.
it
find
to
trying
if
as
way,
He went a roundabout
time.
Presently he imitated the sound of a bullfr g's croak.
"You boys have had some experience," h,e said to the sentry
It was immediately Tepeated.
in front of his tent.
"Lots o' frogs here," he said.
The boy made no reply.
Then he made the sound of a blue heron's cry.
"You expect Greene shortly, do you not?"
Thi s was repe'lted also.
Still no a nswer.
"Seems to me you can start anything to making a noi se,''
"Would you mind sending for son1ething for me to eat?"
the man said.
The boy signalled.
"Yes," and Dick whistled.
Sam Sanderson, one of the Liberty B oy~, came up.
In an instant Liberty Boys sprang up all around them, and
"He wants something to eat."
the man found himself the target of twenty muskets!
'
"All r ight."
Sam went away and shortly returned with food on a big
chip in lieu of a plate.
''I a m accustomed to eating with a knife and fo rk," said
III.
CHAPTER
Black.
"Fingers were made first,'' chuckled Sam.
THE RETURN TO THE INN.
With t hat he went away, and Black saw that his scheme to
a weapon had fallen through.
obtain
Bob,
laughed
'·Hello, Dick! Brought company, have you?"
He was not hungry, and the food remained untasted.
coming forward.
Retaining his disguise, D.ick took Jack \Varren's bay mare
He was now in uniform, but the spy recognized him.
more for the tavern.
He attempted to draw a pistol to threaten Dick, but it was and set off once
Reaching it, he tethered the mare at the side of the hou se
knocked out of his hand.
"Hold up your hands !" ~aid Dick, sternly. "If you a nd entered.
There were no soldiers in the place now.
don't--"
Two or three of the men formerly present were s'.ill there.
A pistol pressed against the spy's temple indicated the
They did not recognize him ,apparently.
alternative.
He took his former seat and the girl came forward.
•Up went' his h ands.
"You are daring to come ag·ain so soon," she said.
Dick signalled to two or thl'ec of the boys.
"You know me, then?"
They quickly came fonvard and disarmed the man.
"Yes; but you!' di sgui se is a good one."
"Put down your hands,'' said Dick.
"There arc few who would know me."
The man obeyed.
"I take notice of many things," quietly.
"Get off your horse," dismounting himself.
"What is the name of the man with the red beard?"
The spy got off, lookish very sheepish.
"Jim Huddy."
"Follow me, and I'll take you to the camp of t he Liberty
"He is in our camp."
Boys, as I said I. would."
"He tried to find it?"
In a short time they were in the camp.
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"No; I took him there," with a smile.
"They will notice," the girl said.
Then she went away, returning with a mug of buttermilk.
"Do you know anything of the British in Camden?" Dick
asked.
"They are short of provisions."
"Do they expect reinforcements?"
"No."
"""
"Are they expecting Greene?"
"Shortly."
"This man Huddy is a spy?"
"Something of one. Yes, I will get change."
Some of the men had been looking Dick's way.
The girl therefore walked away.
When she returned, the going for change being simply
an excuse, she said:
"He is a Tory and a spy and an evil man. He has a gang
who have quarters in a swamp near the creek. Beware of
him!"
"Very good."
Dick drank his buttermilk and presently arose.
As he was mounting a party of redcoats rode up.
Some of them had been in the first party.
"Jove ! There's that mare that one of the Liberty Boys
>'Ode!" cried one.
"The boy is a spy! After him!"
"He has Slater's build and hair to a dot."
"I'll wager it's Slater himself. After him!"
Jack Warren's beautiful mare fairly flew as Dick urged
her on.
She knew him, having carried him often, and would obey
him as readily as she would obey her own master.
She was not as swift as Major, but she was fast enough
for the present occasion.
As Dick dasheq ahead, bullets flew about him.
He quickly turned in his saddle, still riding like the wind.
Crack-crack!
He had whipped out a brace of pistols in a moment.
Both shots were felt by the enemy.
He did not care to kill his pursuers, but he gave them a
decided check.
"Get along, Dolly," he said.
'!'h p, beautiful creature seemed to fairly skim over the
ground.
1... ouking across through the trees, Dick saw redcoats approaching on an intersecting road.
He wished to get to the crossroads ahead of them.
. On he sped, the redcoats not haviny ·yet caught sight of
hi m.
.
As he neared the crossroads they saw both him and his
pursuers.
Then they leaned forward. hoping fo catcli him.
Dick shot by like the wind.
:·
Now, however, he saw more redcoats coming toward him.
These had come out from another road, be1ng a scouting
party sent out from Camden.
·
'
Dick seemed to be caught in a trap.
He knew what Dolly could do, however, and he suddenly
put her at a hedge at the side of the road.
Oyer it she went, like a bird.
Then across country toward a creek Dick urged her, some
of the enemy following.
Leaping the creek at a bound, he went on.
None of the redcoats dared take the leap, and Dick was
safe from pursuit.
CHAPTER IV.
CLEARING OUT THE TORIES.

Dick kept on after leaping the creek, having a thorough
knowledge of the direction he was going.
He could go through a swamp and get to the road leading to his camp.
This would be a shorter road, albeit a dangerous one.
The swamp was full at this time, and qne would have to
pick his way carefully.
Dick was well used to such places.
.
He determined to go that way for two reasons.
One was that it would shorten his route as he was now
eoin&".

The other was that he wished to locate the gang of Tories
the girl had spoken of.
·
The Liberty Boys had often broken up just such gangs.
If he could find this one he would disperse it also.
On he went, and at length reached the swamp.
Only to one accustomed to making his way through such
places was the road visible.
Dick found it and went forwa rd at a fair speed.
Here and there the mare's feet were in water, but generally she could pass dryshod, although the ground was spongy.
Near the middle of the swamp Dick came upon a hut.
Here t he:i:e were half a dozen coarse, evil-looking men.
These came foi:ward.
"What do yer want?" asked one.
"You know Jim Huddy, don't you?" Dick answered.
"Yes, we know him."
"Well, I'm going to see him."
"But he isn't here."
"I know that. I'm going to meet him at the camp of the
Liberty Boys. He wants to run out them young rebels."
"It's all right, Bill," said one. "Let the boy go on."
"He seems ter know the captain's business all right, anyhow."
"Of course I do. Why, the captain and I ate together this
evening."
Then Dick went on, taking note of everything, while not
appearing to do so.
"It was a clever guess," was his thought, a s he rode on.
The outlaws, for such they undoubtedly were, had no
suspicion of him, and allowed him to go on .
T1·aversing the swamp safely, he at length reached the
road.
Then he went on at a gallop.
Reaching the camp, he :was met by J ack.
"I've given the mare some lively work, J ack," he said;
"but she took it all right."
"Good girl,'' said Jack, stroking the mare's sleek neck.
"You had Dick Slater on your back, and you were bound
to do well, weren't you?"
The mare rubbed her nose against J ack's shoulder and
went away with him. Dick h:win~ dismounted.
Dick went to the tent of the pr isoner and said:
,
"Well, 1Jim Huddy, it's a question whether we ought,-not
to hang you, after all!"
u ,
At the mention of hi s name the man flu shed, and then
grew pale.
"You said you would not," he said uneasily.
"Yes, I know I did; but you ought to be hanged."
"What for?"
"You are an outlaw. I saw some of your ~ang, They
are a s:c urvy lot ! "
Huddy said nothing-.
_-.
"You are a spy, a Tory and a scoundrel!" Dick continued . '''!'hose are three reasons why you should be hanged."
"You -said you wouldn't," muttered H uddy.
"And I won't, but I am not going to keep you here. i
am going to turn you over to Gener al Greene."
Huddy said nothing, ·and Dick walked away.
"Keep your eyes on that fellow," he said to some of the
boys. "He may try to escape."
Shortly after that a messenger arrived from Greene's
u~

.

.

The general had described the southern slope of Hobkirk's
Hill and had encamped at Logtown, within half a mile of
Ca)Tlden.
Dick kept his camp where it was, but sent word that he
would come up as soon as he was wanted.
"I'm going to drive out those Tories, Bob," he said , "and
I believe there is time to do it before da rk ."
Half the Liberty Boys set off with . Dick to drive out the
Tories.
Reaching the swamp, Dick left half of his party to cut
off any reti·eating Tories and went on with the rest.
Riding on in open column and at good speed, they soon
heard them breaking through the bushes at either sidP
Hurrying on, they reached the hut where Dick had seen
the Tories.
Here they found a number of them gathered to resist an
attack.
"Forward!" cried Dick.
The Tories opened fire from the hut.
At once the brave boys returned the fire, dismounted and
attack the hut on three sides.
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The Tories, seeing themselves in danger of being surrounded, rushed out at the rear.
'l'he Liberty Boys quickly procured fi1 ebrands and set fire
to the cabin.
In a short time it was a mass of flames.
Other cabins were found and set on fire.
Then they set out to return.
Now and then they heard men hurry ahead or at one
side of them, and pushed on.
Reaching the edge of the swamp, they found that a num,
ber of p1 isoners had been taken.
"We don't want to bother with you fellows," s::tid Dick,
"so I will give you warning that if you return to the swainp
and continue your evil practices you will be hanged."
Some of the Tories had escaped , and so D:ck added:
"You can tell this to the rest of your e~il companions, so
that they need not say that they were not fully warned of
their fate!"
"Why, you're the feller what said you was going to the
camp of the Liberty Boys to see J.im !" exclaimed one.
"So I did, and Jim Huddy is now a prisoner in our camp."
"If we'd known that you wouldn't have got away so easy."
"I know that. But you did ·not know it. Boys, cut
·
switches."
A dozen of the boys cut good, stout switches and proceeded to trim them.
"Get to work, boys," said Dick.
They boys quickly obeyed, and began thrashing the Tories
soundly with the switches.
Tl-:ere was a tremendous howling.
The Tories i-an this way and that to escape the punishment the boys were giving them.
Finally they dashed off into the woods and up and down
the road.
In a few minutes not one was to be seen.
"That is better than hanging the wretches," said D ~ck.
"It lasts longer," Jaughed Mark, "and so will be remembered longer."
"A good whipping is the only thing that makes any im·pression on some folks," added Jack.
"Some of the switches made a pretty deep impression, I
notice," chuckled Ben.
"I- think I actually f2'0t through the di1t on some of the
_
fellow_s," said Sam Sanderson dryly.
·,It was · sunset when the boys set ou f-, for their c:ainp and
<lark when they i·eached it and found Patsy getting supper.
Dick went to the tent where Huddy was kept a prisoner
and said:
"Huddy, we have broken up your camp in the swamp."
·
._ c.!I'.he man i>aid fiothing.
"We have burned the huts and driven away your gang,
-~-~' .
with a warn_ing .not to return," Dick c;:ontinued.
- ·:·
·-Still H.uady said .nothing.
:~1 would give you a thrashing and send you- away with
a warning, as I did the rest, but you are the leader and
must be made .an example of."
"How do you know I am?" with a snarl.
"I know it, and that is sufficient. I shall give you up
to General Greene, and he may do as he pleases."
"So you have broken up the camp and scattered the gang,
eh? You're a clever fellow, Slater."
"And if you escape a hanging, you had better take my advice and leave this par t of the country at once."
"I reckon I will," said Huddy, but Dick knew that he
would not.
CHAPTER V.
AN EXCITING RIDE.

General Greene fell back to Hobkirk's Hill the next day.
Although he had more men than Rawdon, the latter was
too strongly entrenched to fear an attack.
Dick sent Huddy to Greene, with a .short account of the
.
reputation the man bore.
The next day Greene heard that Watson was approaching
with five hundred men to join Rawdon.
He at once sent his artillery toward Lynch's Creek and
took a position to the east of Camden on the Charleston
road.
The Liber v Boys moved their camp something nearer to
Hobkirk's HilL
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Then Dick set out in disguise and on an ordinary h orse to
pick up information.
N0.aring the inn where he had a lready had one or two
exciting adventures, he saw the girl near the back of the
house.
She beckoned to him, and he rode up to the fence as sl1e
came forward.
"General Greene has gone off on a wild goose chase," she
sa' d.
"Is that so?" Dick asked.
"Yes. Watson is not coming."
"How did you hear this?"
"From the redcoats."
"The general must know this. You are a good girl to
keep your eyes and ears .open, as you do."
"It is for the cause," simply.
"Yes; but many who are as earnest are not so clever."
"It is all I can do."
"What is your name?" asked Dick: "The Liberty Boy
know of you, but do not know you1· name."
"My name is Worthy MacLean."
"You are of Scotch descent?"
"Yes."
"You are well named," with a smile. "You have certainly
proved yourself worthy of our admiration."
"I have a sister Charity and one named Prudence," simply.
"The quaint names run in our family."
"I have no doubt that your sisters live up to their names
as much as you do," smiling.
" I must go 01· I shall be missed," the girl said shortly.
"Get word to the general as soon as possible."
"I will," and Dick xode away.
"She is a good friend to- the cause," was his thought, "and
I trust that no harm may befall her."
Bearing off to the eastward, he was passing a thick clump
of trees at the side of the road, when he noticed a sus.
picious movement among them.
In an instant he had whinned out a brace of pistols.
"Who is there?" ~ he called. "What do you want?"
He hea1·d a sharp click, and at once urged l1is horse forward.
Almost on the instant a bullet whizzed past his head.
,,
Crack!
H e fired a shot at the t rees, turning as he rode.
There was an answe1·ing yell and then some shots.
They passed dangerously near to him, nut he was not
hit.
"Some of the Tories, perhaps," he muttered. "They may
have known mE! or they may not."
Looking back. in a few moments, he saw two or three men
come into the ·road, leading hoTSes;
Mounting hastily, they rode after him.
In a short time he saw that they were be ~ ter mounted than
himself.
"They have stolen- their horses," Dick thought. "These
are not ordinary Carolina animals."
He urged his hol'Se on at a gallop .
On came his pursuers, goaining rapidly.
Then two or three shots i·ang out.
Dick felt his horse stumble.
He was out of the sau a.e like a fl.ash.
A moment la ter and he would have received a bad fall.
Then he dove into the woods at one side.
On came the men, evil-looking felJ nws, and halted.
"Look for the rebel!" cried one. "He must not escape!"
Then they dismounted.
Leaving their horses untethered in the rough road, they
began their search.
Dick saw them coming.
Creeping almost no1se1essly along, he made his way gradually toward the road.
The men did not come on a close line, but a yard or two
apart, and sometimes more.
Lying fiat on his face behind a bush, the men passed him,
I
one on each side. .
Then he wormed his way along rapidly r.nd without noise.
"Hello! Do you see the rebel?"
"No, but he's here somewhere."
"Hear anything?"
"No; not yet."
"Then he must be hiding. Keep a sharp lockout for him."
"All right."

0
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Reaching General Greene's camp, he reported what he had
heard.
·'You can rely on this information being correct, General,"
he added. "My informant is in a position to know just
what is taking place."
Greene knew that Dick was to be depended upon .
Ile at once made preparations for returning to Hobkirk's
Hill.
He at the same time despatched a messenger to Carrington to return with the artillery.
'!'hen, in a short time, another messenger arrived wi,th
the information that the report of Watson's rumored advance was false.
"I was right in relying upon your intelli gence, Dick,"
said the general, with a smile.
"I would not have given it to you, sir, if I had n0t been
certain that it was correct," said Dick quietly ..
"I know you would not, Dick, and therefore I had no hesitation in acting upon it immediately."
Huddy had escaped, Dick learned.
He had been ordered to be hanged as a spy and had got
away within an hour of the time set for the execution of the
sentence.
"The fellow will be more wary af ter this," was Dick's
thought; "but if he has learned anything he will probably
report direct to Rawdon." .
Dick returned to his own camp, without waiting to go
on with Greene's force.
Sending one of the Liberty Boys back with the borrowed
horse, he changed his camp, taking up a position on Hobkirk's Hill, not far from the main army.
Greene arrived in the afternoon, and at once took up his
old tJOsition.
·
Shortly after the general's arrival Dick set out for Camden.
He had been busy since morning, and in the saddle the
greater part of that time.
He seemed to be utterly tireless, however, as the boys
had often remarked .
"There goes Dick again," said Bob to Mar k.
"Yes, and as if he had not already ridden miles. "
"I believe he sleeps in the saddle, for he never seems to
be weary."
" He works harder than any of the Liberty Boys, although
we are always ready to do what is needed."
"Well, there are no lazy bones among us, but Dick does
more work than any of us."
"I think he suspects that Rawdon is up to some new
move," suggested Marie
"Very likely, and wants to learn what it is."
"If any one can do so, he will."
"Very hue."
"If Rawdon knew that we had sent our a:rtillery away
and that Surnte1· had not anived, he might attack us."
"Yes, but 'he does not," was Bob's reply; "or, at any rate,
Dick is going to find out if he does or not."
"And he is going right into the enemy's stronghold, one
of the nerviest things ever heard of."
"But not a new thing for Dick, by any means," with a
laugh.
~M e a nwhile Dick was speeding on his way.
He wore a suit of i·usty black, a scratch wig, tied with
a knot of faded , black r ibbon; a cocked hat, &. bit of torn
lace at his thi·oat, copper shoe buckles and darned hose.
In appearance he looked like a lawyer, and no one would
have taken him for the gallant captain of the Liberty Boys.
He rode Major, but when within a short distance of the
town hid him in a wood.
The country hereabouts was thickly wooded, and it was
possible to get within a short distance of the town without
being observed.
"Approaching the outposts on foot, Dick was stopped by
one of the guard.
"Well, sir?" sharply.
"But .it is not," with a whine.
"'Vhat is you r business?"
"I have none,'' dolefully.
"Then what do you want?"
CHAPTER VI.
"Business, to speak t ruly."
The officer of the guard came eut, looked at Dick and said:
IN A TIGHT PLACE.
"'Vho are you a nd what do you want so near to the
Mounted on a fresh horse, and an even better one than town?"
he had been riding, Dick went on at a, dashing pace.
l "Verily, I wish to enter it to consult with certain par-

The men were circling about the spot, closing in upon
the spot where Dick had been.
Dick was now outside the line.
He became less cautious, and presently arose and dashed
toward the road.
The horses were there still.
In a twinkling he picked out the best and jumped upon his
back.
Seizing the bridles of the others, he suddenly shot off
down the road.
Instantly a loud outcry arose.
"Hi! Hi! There's the young rebel now!"
"By George! He's got our horses!"
"Here! Come back, you pesky, young rebel"
Bang-bang!
Crack-crack-crack!
Muskets rattled and pistols cracked and bullets whistled
and sang among the trees.
"After the rebel! Don't let him get away!"
"Shoot the saucy rebel!"
More shots were fired, bu~ now the bullets fell short.
The men were on foot, while Dick was mounted and riding
at good speed.
He had proved more than a match for the 1·ories.
They had considered him an easy capture.
Now they saw their error.
Dick Slater was one of the most resourceful boys who
ever lived.
·
.
He always had his wits about him and was ready to take
the greatest risks when there was any chance of success.
He was not foolhardy, but took any reasonable chance
that offered.
Speeding on, with the two led horses coming on behind
him, he soon left the Tories far behind.
He did not want the extra horses, but he did not want
the Tories to get them yet.
If he had been going to the camp direct he would have
t aken them.
. Now th.ey would only be a hindrance, as it was imperative for him to make as good time as he could.
Riding on some little distance, he came upon a collection of log cabins forming a small settlement.
At once a number of men came running out.
"Hello! There's one of the horse thieves now!"
"Hi, there! Stop, you young robber!"
Dick halted.
"What is the matter?" he asked.
"Tl1e matter is," said one, "that you're riding of my
horse, and I'd like to know wre,·e you P"Ot him?"
"And one of them led horses is mine," sai d another
"You're carrying on a regular business of it, seems t~ me "
added a third.
'
"Are these your horses?" Dick asked.
"That's mine you're riding. Come here, Bill!"
The horse Dick rode went at once to the man whinny~~
.
'
"I can ten you where I !Jet the hor ses," said Dick. "They
were stolen by Jim Huddy s gang, were they not?"
"That's just what they were, and if we catch the pesky
Tory robber, we'll hane; him I"
"He has been caught and is new with General Greene,
unless he has been hanged."
"I want to know!"
"It's true," said Dick.
"And who mought you be?"
"I am Dick Slater of the Liberty Boys. Some of Ruddy's
gang shot my horse and I ran away with thetrs."
"Not that fine, black critter what you i·ide?"
"No; I left him in the camp, as I was afraid he would
be recognized."
Dick then told hew he had secured the horses.
The men were greatly interested in the recital.
"Now I am going on to warn General Green," Dick said,
"and I would very much like to borrow your horse."
"I'll let you have a better one yet, and a fresh one at that,"
said the owner.
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ties as to obtaining their patronage.
Truly there are wills
Huddy turned pale and trembled.
to be indicted, transferences to be written and other legal
"Well, sir?" asked one.
business to be transacted, and I wish a share of it."
"I wish to invite yoti all to be my guests for the mo_"Oh, you are a briefiess barrister, then?" with a laugh.
ment and drink wi~h me," said Huddy.
"So it would seem, corning afoot instead of in my coach,
The greater part of the company r egarded the man with
wearing rusty habiliments in place of purple and fine linen, looks of contempt and went on with their conversation.
and corning hungry instead of with full paunch."
T11en Dick made a sign for him to get up.
"And you are anxious for employment?" with a laugh.
"Truly, I think I n1ight pick up something if I were al- ,
.
lowed to enter."
"You are acquainted in .the town?"
CHAPTER VIL
"Verily, I am. I know sundry poor widows anxious to
get husbands and divers rich young blades desirous of startBEFORE THE BATTLE.
ing a fine establishment, to say naught of J11en in want of
money, like myself, willing to effect a loan."
Huddy obeyed.
"Where do you live?"
"The assurance of the fellow!" said one, tossi ng his head.
"Where the rental is the least."
. "As if we drank with every roisterer who came along!"
"And your name ?"
sniffed another.
"I am called Gregory Small, barristei:, councillor and at"There he goes with the pettifogger, the only uerson
torney-at-law, Scrub Chambers, Camden-in-theWoods."
who would drink with him."
The officer laughed and continued:
"Go out," said Dick in a low, tense tone and a look which
"You are not one of the scurvy crew beyond, whom we did not brook disobedience.
Huddy went out, Dick close at his side.
hope to presently rout out of their hiding places? You
are not a rebel, I suppose?"
In the passage outside h.e suddenly opened the door of
"Truly I am not, and no one who knows me would call the linen closet.
me such."
Pulling off his neckcloth, he stuffed it into Ruddy's mouth
"You have seen none on your way hither?"
and thrust him in the closet.
"That have I, and hastened from them with all diligence."
Then he took his handkerchief and bound the man's wrists
With another laugh, the officer waved his hand and said: ti!!ht behind him.
"In with you, then, but remember that if we find you ' In another moment he had closed and locked ·the door.
a_re not what you pretend to be the rope will be your por- 1 A!l that . H~ddy .could do was to ~ick.
tion."
Dick qmck1y leii; the tavern, seemg Ruddy's horse out.. Your vigilance is to be commended, sir," whined Dick, ' side.
as he went on.
He sprang into the saddle and rode away.
At the inner line:e he said:
.
Entering a 12.ne, he took off his '\.vig, slipped it in a pocket
"I have had gracious permission from the watchful guar- of his coat, which he turned inside out, and then went on.
dians beyond to enter and to transact such business as. I
His coat was now gray, and he looked to be much younger
may with my best endeavors a t tract to myself, being, as than before.
At the inner Jines nothing was said t o him.
you must know, a learned advocate and--"
"Very good. Go on!" sharply.
At the outpost the guard came forward.
"'By George! He would talk forever," laughed another
"Huddy," whispered Dick; "I am going to visit the enemy."
soldier.
.
.
.
"Very goo~."
·
ln the town Dick walked about for a time, attractmg little
Once outside the town, Dick rode on as rapidly as the
or no attention and addressing no one.
horse would take him.
Then seeinO' a tavern, which he knew to be a general re"That was a tight place to be in," he muttered, "but I
sort fo1'. office~s he entered and took a seat between a door got out of it."
and a window. '
It was nearly sunset when he reached the camp.
There were several officers already in the place.
Calling at the general's quarters, he related what he ha d
They were near ly all dl'inking and smokin~, and there learned.
.
.
seemed to be very little or no earnest conversat10n. .
"Do you thmk that Rawdon me"ans to attaclc us, Dick ?"
Most of the talk was purely personal and of no .mterest. the general asked.
In keeping with hh; impoverished appearance, Dick gave
"I cannot tell. T;his may be only the officers' opinion."
"To be sure."
•
a very rnodest order and paid for it in coppers.
Where he sat he could look into the passage without and
"What do you think, Dick?" asked Bob, when Diet told
.
see the door of a linen closet , get a glimpse of the private his adventure.
bar and see the outer door.
"I don't know. Rawdon may attack us and he may not."
"What l heard the officer say is the only thing of im"Perhaps Greene will attack him."
portance I have heard." ·he thought, "and that may have
"He might. In fact, I think he would if Sumter were
been but idle boasting."
here."
Presently two officers entered and sat near him.
While Dick and Bob were talking Patsy said to Carl:
"The enemy has a larger force than our own," said one.
"Come along wid · yez, Cookyspiller, and help me get sup"Yes, but they will not attack us, entr enc'hed as we ai·e." per or the byes will have nothing to ate."
"But will Rawdon attack them? It would be a bold
"All righd. What you was had?"
move."
"Make the foire forst an' put on the kittle. Sure did
"Something must be done. Provisions are running short; yez know that Dick wint away wid wan hor s~ an' come back
Watson is harried by the rebels Marion and Lee, and if wid two?"
Greene a.".lly knew--"
"Did you wanted dot oder horse for subber?" asked Carl,
Some one scraped a chair on the sanded floor and took innocently.
.
a seat next to Dick.
"Sure Oi do not. Oi wor just axin' yez a question."
The latter turned carelessly and saw Huddy.
"Maybe he was doed somedings while he was been ouid."
The man looked fixedly at Dick for a moment, and gave
"It wud be the forst toime av he didn't."
Carl was making the fire and now he put on the kettle,
a sudden glance of recognition.
He knew Dick's eyes, but nothing more.
hanging it on a stick between two crotches.
Those keen, blue-gray orbs, once seen, could never be for"Cookyspiller?"
gotten.
"Ya! What was it?"
Huddy flushed, and then suddenly said in a loud tone:
"Did yez fill the kittle?"
"Gentlemen all, I wish to say--"
"You don'd was told me to doed dot."
Dick suddenly thrust his hand into the side pocket of
"Go on wid yez to the shpring wid a bucket an' get some
his coat.
wather, thin."
In an instant the muzzle of a pistol was pressed against
"All righd, I was went," and Carl picked up a b ~1 cket
Huddy's side.
and set out.
Then he gave the man a significant glance and moved
He had just filled his bucket when a man .iumoed out of
s till closer to him.
the bushes and said:

I
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"Surrender, you rebel, or- - "
Carl at once hurled the contents of the bucket in the
man's face, knocking him over.
Then before the man could rise, Carl sat on his chest,
took a~ay his pistols, and cried:
"Hello, Batsy! Come here mit you!"
.
Patsy came running out of the camp, and cned as he
came up:
"Phwat's the matther wid yez at all?"
"I was ein brisoner got, und I was <links I was saw him
pe:dore alretty."
"Let's have a look at um."
Carl got up and Patsy dragged the man ~o his feet.
"Sure yez have-it's the felly phwat Dick brought home
wid um wanst before."
"Was it dot Tory veller what was his gamp by der swamp
got?"
. ,
,,
"Yis, an' phwat we turned over to th~ gm ral.
Patsy had Huddy by the arm and said:
"Phat wor yez doin' around here?"
.
"I came to catch one of you rebels and make him tell all he
knew." .
"An' yez didn't ·foind out much?"
"No; I ought to have grabbed him when he was filling

The Liberty Boys took a position with the van and opened
fir e at once.
The rattle of musketry, the cracking of pistols a nd the
cheering of the brave boys made a tremendous din.
Gallantly the plucky boys stood their ground and poure:i
volley after volley upon the enemy.
Not a boy in all the troop would fall back t:n D:ck Slater
gave the word.
The Maryland, Virginia and Delav:are regiments, with
Kickwood Benson and Morgan, were m the vzn and we!'e
given abl~ assistance by Dick Slater and his gallant Liberty Boys.
.
The woods echoed the sound of firmg , the sm -ke rolled
away in clouds and the noise and confusion were terrific.
Rawdon came pressing forward 'With his main army.
The van held firm.
"We won't be the first to retreat," sputtered Bob.
All the boys felt the same.
Th
t d l'k
11 h ld'ng back the advancing Britey s 0 0
i e a wa ' 0 i
ishThe King's regiment of American L'.lyalists came pressing on toward where Dick had posted his daring boys.
"Hold your own, boys!" said Dick. "Fire!"
Crash-roar!

th~,~~~~e~;, Dootchy 1 Fill the bucket and go ahead and av The muskets fairly blazed and the enemy felt the shock
of the volley.
· .
.
"
he thries to get away give it to um.
A score or more of the redcoats presently picked out D;ck
. "All righd," and Carl filled his bucket and walked aheag. and swept forward to capture him.
Suddenly Huddy made a feint, as if to escape.
· At once Bob and Mark saw his peril and shouted to the
"Look out!" yelled Patsy.
Carl turned quickly and at once threw the bucket of brave boys.
water all over Patsy.
On they rushed, swept back the enemy and rescued Dick.
"Howld on! Howld an! Phwat are yez <loin'?" yelled the
At last, however, the patriot van was forced to fall back
Irish boy.
.
before the advance of the British.
Carl clapped the bucket over Ruddy's head and caused him
The enemy presented a narrow front, which was an adto stumble.
.
. .
vantage to Greene.
Then both boys seized the man and earned him mto camp,
He at once order ed Campbell and Ford to t urn the enemy's
while Carl went off to get another bucketf~l of water.,
flank.
·
"What were you doing there, Huddy? asked Dick.
Rawdon, perceiving the movement, brought up more troops
"Trying to catch a rebel."
and extended his front.
.
"And caught two of them," said Bob with a laugh.
The battle opened fiercely and for a time the patr;_ofs
The man was taken to the camp, where at that time sev- gained.
,
era! prisoners were brought in, tog:ether with the news of
Then .· one of Gunby's officers was killed and a confusion
the capture of Fort Watson by Manon and .Lee.
. .
ensued: the veterans falling back.
Williams; Gunby, Ford and others attempted to rally tl}.~m,
Among the prisoners were several Amenc8:ns, previously
captured by the British, who had enlis~ed ~th the enei;iy and a't last they were ordered to the i:ear.
n9.
as the best means of getting back to the.ir ~r1ends, they said.
The enemy, seeing them fa ll back, advanced with l\ l\WJ;t
Dick saw a number of these and distrusted them.
and a general retreat followed.
• i
"I don't nut any faith in those fellow~,''.. h~ ·s aid to Bob ;
Green.e conducted it with his usual skill, ~ and. few , ,,rn~
"and I would not trust one of them."
were fost .'
.
. , r., ·;1
1
"No, and there are other ways of escaping_, besides joinTbe-~enemy returned to their works at length, cigr)fng
ing the enemy's ranks."
. . .. _
. ' . with tli:em a number of- priso~ers.
- - · ,_,,.:- .. :~·. ,.
During the night some of these pn§loneys..;scaped, . and
Greene encamped for the m ght on the no rth snl-e of SanJim Huddy with them.
,
· . ;·
·
ders"·'C reek, and in the morning fell back ·as ·far as -Ruge"Do you know, Dick," said Bob, "I beli.eve,, ~hat . fellow ley's.
.
'u
~ · · _.,;:.
Huddy . got himself taken prisoner on purpc:>s,e?
.
Dick -took his boys :to their former camping: ground iind
"It looks like it nov:,'' answered .Dick. . · ~:
,,
in the morning set out to reconnoi tre.
·
"The Liberty Boys did not have him, at any rate.
The defeat was unexpected to all, .b ut. Di~ was not dis"N o. You know, I told you that I would not trust those couraged, and was ready to fight again.
..
~ther fellows?"
Advancing cautiously as far as the summit of Hobkirk's
"I know you did."
Hill he saw that Logtown was now a prison camp.
"And now they will tell Rawden ,_ ap they ha.ve learned."
The few houses were used as quarters for the officers,
Fortunately, if this meant any chmg, Ca:i:rmgton had re- and in an enclosure wer e t ents and huts for the prisoners.
turned with the artillery in the garly mornmg.
A certain space outside the group of huts and tents was
It was a clear, warm morning and Greene and his officers allowed for the prisoners to exercise.
were leisurely taking breakfast under some trees.
Around this was a low wall of earth and turf and within
Some of the soldiers were washing their clothes, and the a few feet of this a shallow ditch.
horses of Colonel Washington's cavalry were U!J.Saddled.
' Beyond this ditch the prisoners were not allowerl to go.
Dick Slater, his suspicions aroused upon hearn~g o! the ~sSentries marched up and down on the outside of the wall.
cape of the prisoners, had set off on • a reconno1termg tr!P·
If any one crossed the ditch he was fired upon.
Apprehending that the enemy wo_uld approach by a CirIf he came too near he was. warned away.
cuitous route, he set off toward Pme Tree Creek, to the
Dick, watching from among the branches of a tree overeast of Hobkirk's Hill.
looking the place, saw a man fired upon who had slipped and
He had ridden some little distance beyond the line of fallen in the ditch.
He was severely wounded, and it was no fault of the
picket s, when he heard the steady tramp of men and of
horses.
redcoat on guard that he was not killed.
"The enemy!" he muttered, and at once dashed off to"That is the death line, then,'' was Dick's thought. "We
ward the camp to give the alarm.
must try and get beyond it."
-.......There were many prisoners and a large force of officers
CHAPTER VIII.
and men to guard them.
AFTER THE BATTLE.
Descending from the tree, Dick returned to the camp and
The American advance guard kept the British van in called a number of the Liberty Boys into his tent.
clu:cli:. while Greene formed his army in line of battle.
"There are a number of patriot prisoners at Logtown,"
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he said, "guarded by brutal soldiers and herded together in
a small space."
"Can we release them?" a sked Bob.
"We must try.
There is a death line drawn about the
prison enclosure, which no one can pass."
"Are there as many of the redcoats as there are of us?"
asked Mark.
"More, and Camden is not far away, whence reinforcements could speedily be sent."
;'Whatever is done must be done rapidly, then?" said
Jack.
"Yes; a bold dash and a rapid retreat."
"Can one get very near to the place without di scovery?"
asked Ben.
"No, as the place is on the southeastern slope, where
there are fewer trees."
"We want to release the prisoners of Logtown," observed
Harry Thurber.
"Yes, and we must," was Dick's answer.
"The Liberty Boys are ready to carry out any plan which
you may suggest, Dick," said Bob.
"I know you are, and we must give the matter our full
con sideration."
"Can a sudden dash be best made from the top of the
hill or from one side?" asked Mark.
"From one side, I believe, but we must 1001<: the ground
over carefully and decide the point. lt may be that I am
mi staken."
"Well, that does not often happen," laughed Bob, "and
you are always ready to admit it."
"I am as liable as any one to make mistakes,'' with a
smile, "and I should be sorry to be so obstinate as to say I
was not."
"It's the fellows who will admit who make the fewest,''
said J ack simply.
"Wise boy,'' laughed Mark. "But we must look over the
ground, as Dick says, and decide which is the best point
from which to make our dash."
"That is what I wish,'' said Dick.
"We must save the prisone.r s of Logtown," declared Bob.
"We must, indeed!" ~hoed the boys.
;
It was aueed, ther efore, that the Liberty Boys should
remain in tf1e vicinity and save the prisoners before rejoi'fting the main body under General Greene.
··
That same forenoon Dick disguised himself, took an ordhi'ary horse and rode off to the tavern where he ha•d seen
Worth~
'
~ rr Thei·e might be redcoats prowling about, and -~o ofl:e went
i,t\,~isguise.
• ·
· .,
,Nea,ring the tavern, he met a party of five or -six redcoats, in charge of a sergeant.
they were mounted, but their horses were rather an inferior lot.
'
Dick's horse, although only an ordinary animal, was better than one of those ridden by the enemy.
The sergeant seemed to take this in at a glance.
"Hello, boy!" he said.
"Hello, yourself!" answered Dick.
"How'll you swap horses?"
"Don't want to swap."
"But ours are soldiers' horses and yours is only a farm
beast."
"What you want him for, if he's so or'nary ?"
"Oh, just for a change,'' with a laugh.
"I don't want to change.
I'm used to him and he's used
to me."
"Well, I want to change, so that's enough, so get down."
"Won't do it!"
"If you don't I'll shoot you!"
"Tell you what I will do, Mister Redcoat," said Dick
slowly.
"What's that?"
"I'll wrastle with you, best two in three, or fight you
for three minutes to see who has the hoss."
The sergeant laughed.
He seemed to think that he had the best of the bargain.
"Very well. I'll wrestle you for him,'' he said.
"And there won't nobody touch the horse?"
"No."
"Then, come on!''

.
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CHAPTER IX.
DICK SLATER AND THE SERGEANT.

The sergeant and Dick dismounted.
Both stripped to their shirts and stood facing each other.
The sergeant was taller and heavier than D ick, but not
so well built.
Dick's muscles were well knit, while the sergeant's were
flabby here and there.
·.Keady?" said Dick.
"Yes."
Dick suddenly ran at the man, got a clinch, tripped him
quickly, threw him on his back and pressed both shoulders
to the ground, all in half a minute.
The man was thoroughly astonished, as well as chagrined.
"You can't do that again," he said, as 11e got up, Dick
having arisen.
"Ready?"
"Yes," and the sergeant watched Dick closely.
Dick made a feint and then rushed in suddenly again,
bore the man over backward, him self on top, and again
pinned both shoulders to the ground.
"You haven't learned how to wrastle yet,'' h e drawled as
he got up. It's just a waste of time to wrastle with yer."
"I'll bet my horse against yours that you can\ make it
three running," he said.
"Huh! I said two out o' three. You want to get my
hoss for just one throw, if you get it. You're cute, aren't
you?"
·· I want that horse and I'm going to h ave it!" snarled
the sergeant.
"Then let me see you get it,'' and Dick, who had put on
his coat, suddenly leaped into the saddle.
In an instant he was off like a shot.
The sergeant firp .:i two shots at him, but one hit a' tree
and the other flew wild.
Dick did not return the fire.
"It would be only a waste of powder and ball," he sai d.
"l don't want to hurt them. They d'. d not hurt me."
In a short time he arrived at the tavel'n.
"What was the shooting about?" a sked th<' landlord, coming out.
"Some redcoats wanted my horse and shot at me because
I wouldn't 2'ive it up."
"Huh! Sergeant and four or five soldiers ?"
"Yes."
"A scurvy lot! They wanted trust, but didn't get · it."
"Many redcoats?"
"Not as many as I had. They seemed to be afraid of
Greene's coming back."
·" Many Tories?"
"Not so many, thank goodness! The Liberty Boys drove
away the worst of them."
"The swamp outlaws?"
"Yes."
"Jim Huddy. too?"
"Well, he's been around a little, but not so muc11."
"Since the battle?"
"Once--this morning. You know him?"
"Oh, I know about him,'' carelessly, dismounting.
He entered the inn, took his former seat and was presently approached by Worthy.
"I am sorry we lost the battle," she said.
"Yes; it was totally unexpected."
"My brother was made a prisoner. They have. taken him
to Logtown."
"And we are going to try and save the prisoners there."
"Good! 1 hope you will."
Then she saw Dick glance suddenly out of the window.
"Redcoats!" the girl said. "Do they know you?"
"Yes; I have just had a bout with one of them."
"You can't have it,'' Dick presently heard the landlord
say outside.
"I'm going to, then! It belongs to a young r ebel, and
I'm going to seize it!"
"They are talking of my horse,'' said Dick.
"This is neutral ground, and you can't seize anyth ing,''
the landlord said.
"There isn't any neutl·al ground, and I'm going to seize
the horse and the young rebel, too, if he's here I"
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Dick looked out of the window, a pistol in each hand, and
said:
"If you men are wise you will leave at once."
Then, turning his head, as if addressing some one, he
said:
"Now then, boys, iiurround these follows!"
The sergeant and his men sprang upon their horses and
dashed off in the direction they ha d come.
Dick fired three or four rapid shots in the air to frighten
them.
I had that effect, and in a few moments not one of them
was to be seen.
The landlord laughed outright, as he saw the r edcoats going
off at full speed.
"I will see about releasing your brother and the other
prisoners as soon as I possibly can,'' observed Dick, turning
to Worthy.
As there was no longer any need of remaining in the
neighborhood, Dick mounted his horse and r ode off.
H e watched the road carefully, but had no occasion to
make a detour, and at length reached the camp, shortly be.
fore noon.
"There are redcoats about," he said to Bob, when he went

in.

"Many of them?"
"l saw half a dozen."
"That is not enough to cause us any alarm."
"Not if there are no more than that," with a smile.
"They came qut from Camden, I suppose?"
"Or from Logtown, perhaps. They :inay have suspected
what we were about and have come out to inv!stigate."
"Then they may keep a st ricter watch upon the prisoners."
"Yes. The girl's brother is a prisoner, with the .rest, and
I said that we would try and rescue him as soon as we
could."
flick then told of his adventure with the sergeant.
"The fellow was angry at having been so easily overcome,'' laughed Bob.
"Yes, and he suspected that I was not an ordinary boy after
that."
"We had better taken a full observation of the prison
camp, I suppose?" observed Bob.
"Yes, so as to know just at what point it will be best to
make our advance."
"You will take a party, of course?"
"A small one-yes."
After dinner Dick, Bob, Mark and two or three more
boys set out to look over the ground.
Dick set out toward Pine Tree Creek a lone, Bcb taking
Ben and Sam around to the top of the hill, and Mark, Jack
and Harry Thurber advancing from the west.
Nearing a bimd of the creek, Dick heard voices.
He dismounted and left Major under the trees.
Then he advanced cautiously.
There were men at hand, and they were enjoying themselves greatly.
Dick hear d the splashing of water, la ughter and goodnatured chaffing.
Advancing further, he peered through the bushes.
Before him was a · small, open s tre ~ch, bathed in suhli1.?ht .
-The se,rgeant and his men were swimming and disportlng
.
them,;elves in the creek.
Their clothes lay in three or four orderly piles on the
bank.
Not far away their horses were tethered and industri011sly cropping the short grass.
The men evidently had no notion that there was an enemy
within miles.
They were too near to their own camp to make this possible, they seemed 'to think.
"One would not thin1< that there was a patriot anywhere
within forty miles,'' laughed Dick.
Then he stepped out and walked toward the piles of clothes.
He had reached them before he was discovered, the redcoats being so busy with their fun.
Then the redcoats began to scramble toward the bank.
Dick picked up the sergeant's pist ols.
"Better stay where you are!" he said, pointing the weapons.
"Catch the rebel!" stormed the se1·geant.
Dick put the sergeant's pistols in his belt and picked up two
more.

"Get back there!" he said, aiming at two of the redcoats.
They immediaely ducked out of sight.
Dick slung three or four pistol belts over his shoulders.
"Take the rebel, I say!" the sergeant thundered.
Dick now •took aim at the officer himself.
The valorous sergeant fell back into the water with a
splash .
CHAPTER X.
ADVENTURES WITH THE REDCOATS.

"Keep away!" said Dick in threatening tones to two of
the redcoats who were advancing toward the bank, a little
to one side of him.
"But you mustn't take our pistols, you know?" sputtered
one.
"Oh! Mustn't I?" and Dick helped himself to the remaining pistols and to three or four hangers, or short swords.
He was fail'ly well loaded now, although he could ha\ e
taken more.
"Here! Stop ·that, you young rebel!" bl"Ustered the sergeant, coming up.
"Couldn't think of it," with most provoking coolness. ·
"Seize that fellow, I say!" roared the sergeant.
Two of the men set off upstream, to come ashore around
·
the bend.
"Get out into the deep water!" ordered Dick. "Hu n y,
now, or I will pepper you fellows so that you will remember."
In a moment they were all five or six yards from shore.
"Are you from Logtown?" Dick asked.
"Yes., we are, and we are going to have you young rebel.>
there before long."
"How many prisoners have you?"
"Two or three hundred,'' boastingly.
"You might as well tell the truth," said Dick, taking
aim at the sergeant.
' "Forty then, but we are going to have all ycu young rebels
·
there before long."
"How large is your own force?"
"Five hundred."
"To guard fo1'ty prisoners? I know beher than that."
"Find out how many the1·e are," .snappingly.
"Tell me,'' said Dick, taking aim at the sergeant.
"Eight-score!" snapped the fellow, ducking out of si ght.
"Is that right?" asked Dick of the men.
"No; it's a score or two too many," growled one; "but,
I say, old chap, Jet us out of here, won't you? It's getting
cold."
"All right," said Dick, and, loosening the horse;;;, he gave
each a resounding slap on the flank and sent them all s1;am·
pering away into the woods.
" Here ! Come back !" yelled the men, but the horses went
on.
"Excuse my making you so m'uch trouble," laughed Dick ·
'
"but I must look out for myself, you know."
Then he hurried away, got into the saddle and l'Ode off
at good speed.
The luckless redcoats came out of the water and huni P<l
into their clothes.
They tried to regain their horses, but it would be some
time before they could all be got together.
The loss of tl;u!iT weapons wa.s a more serious one in case
'
·
any patriots came that way.
For all they knew, Dick might h ave a party close at hand,
which he could summon at short notice.
They quickly hurried away, therefore, leaving the horses
to find their own way back.
Dick went away laughing, having obtained a certain amount
of information, besides getting the best of the redcoats and
putting them in a most ridiculous light.
Coming out of the woods he met Bob.
The latter immediate began to laugh.
"Why, you are a regular riding arsenal, Dick," he said.
"Yes; I thought it was better for me to take charge of these
things than to let the enemy have them."
"I should think so."
"Where are Ben and Sam?"
"No far off," and Bob whistled.
In a few moments the boys came out.
"We had better return,'' sa id Dick. "The sergeant and
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his men will give the :lla rm and the enemy may be S\\'.arm-1 "I suppose not."
ing out u pon us."
The box was found to be locked, but it was no difficult
As they rode away Dick told of his adventure with t he ' matter to pry open the licl.
sergean t and his men, causing the boys to laugh hearti ly.
On top was laid a fine shawl of white thread, with a fringed
"What did you learn, Bob?" he asked, when he had fin- edge.
1shed.
Haising this, Dick saw a number of bags, containing coin, ·
Bob had gained about the same knowledge that Dick had. evidently.
"Did you find out which would be the best point from which
Opening one or two, he found that they contained silver.
to ma ke an advance?" asked Dick.
One contained gold, but the rest held silver, with a small
"No. The place is pretty well guarded at all points."
mixture of copper.
"We will find tha t out later," observed Dick.
Ther e were one or two pewter mugs, containing silver
Then they rode on rapidly and at length reached the camp. coins, two silver candlesticks, a silver drinking cup and
Mark and his two companions had, .meanwhile, app:·oached some pieces of lace."
the pri son camp from the w~st.
There was nothing to show to whom the box had beThey were all courageous boys, ready to take any chance.
longed, however.
Reaching the woods, from the farther side of which t hey
"We have the word of these redcoats that it belonged to
could see the camp, they dismounted.
a patriot," said Dick, "but that is all."
T ethering their horses they advanced cautiously.
"Then we must try and find out who has been robbed
Presently they heard sounds as of some one coming in the n eighborhood," added Bob.
through the woods.
"The landlord at the tavern might tell us," declared Mark.
"Sh!" whispered Mark.
"Very likely," observed Dick.
The three boys crouched qehind trees.
The box was closed and put in a safe place in Dick's tent.
In a short time they saw three or four redcoats approach.
It was well along in the afternoon now, and the boys de"This is a good place," said one, who had a spade.
termined not to go out again that day.
T wo of the others carried a box between them.
The redcoats would be looking for them, no doubt,
"Yes, and later we can dig it up," said one, as they set it was just as well to keep them puzzled, Dick thought. and
the box down.
At night the boys kept a strict watch, not knowing whether
It seemed heavy and no doubt contai ned va luables.
enemies might try to find their camp.
"That will do. It will be better to bury it here than in
.Jack Warren was walking up and down his beat on the
the camp, where others may get hold 'Of it ."
edge of the camp .
. :;we took it from the rebels, and we don't want to lose
P resently he heard cautious footsteps.
it."
.
,,
"Who goes there?" he demanded . .
No. mdeed.
At the same moment he stepped behind a tree
The man with the sp:;tde now began to dig.
The footsteps ceased.
·
Then Mark gave a signal to the others.
Jack waited and listened.
In a moment a ll three boys leaped forward.
For some minutes nothing was heard.
"Come on, Liberty Boys!" cr ied Mark. "Down with the
Then the footsteps came on again.
redcoats!"
.
.
"Who goes there'!" said Jack sharply.
The man with the spade was thrown on his back in a
The footsteps ceased.
twinkling.
"Answer or I fire!"
The two who had borne the box tried to seize and go off
There was no sound for five minutes all being dark and
with it.
still.
'
In a moment they weTe spinning. .
"Is he there yet?" some one whispered.
. The fourth man fled toward the prisoners' camp, sbout"I donno. I don't see or bear anything."
mg:
"That's the camp is it?"
"Rebels! Rebels! Look out for the r ebels !"
"I suppose it is."'
The man with the spade got up hastily and took to hi s
"You are n ot sure?"
heels.
"No · there are no fires."
"Quick!" said Mark. "We must have this chest!"
Suddenly the hooting of an owl was heard.
Jack ~nd ~nd Harry seized it and hurried through the
Jack was signaling.
woods with it.
The boys often communicated with each other in thi::.
Reaching the horses, they put it on Mark's big gray.
manner.
Then Mark leaped _into the saddl~. .
"What's that?" said one.
The redcoats had discovered by this time that there were
"Only an owl."
only three of the b~ys.
.
The sound was repeated.
11fo!e came hurrymg a fter the plucky fellows, firmg and
"There's another."
shoutmg.
.
Then frogs croaked.
Jack and Harry qmckly mounted and rode after Ma rk.
The boys knew that enemies were about.
The redcoats were on foot, and the boys thus had the adThey were approachin~ to surprise them.
vantage..
One of the boys carelessly trod on a dry twig.
Reac~mg the road, the boys fired a few shots to keep the
It broke with a loud snap.
enemy m check.
.
.
.
. .
"Look out ! Somebody's coming!"
Mark went ahead, while J ack and Hairy covered his reHurried footsteps were then heard, and Jack imitated the
treat.
hooting
of an owl again.
There was a tremendous outcry from the camp, but the
.·
boys rode on, soon leaving the redcoats well behind and
"!? 0 b ca~e _up hurr~~dly.
forced to give up the chase.
Wllat is it, ~ ack.
.
"Pr owlers trymg to find our camp. Tones, I think."
"You did not see them?"
"No. Did you break that twig?"
"That was me," said Ben, coming forward. "I am afraid
CHAPTER XI.
I frightened them off.
"There were only two of them, I guess," said Jack.
PROWLING ENEMIES.
"They were looking for our car.1p ?"
"It must have been ours, although they did not speak of
Reaching the camp with the box, something after the return of Dick and the others, Mark reported what they had us.
"Did you know them, Jack?"
done.
"I don't remember to have heard their voices before, but
The box was taken to Dick's tent to be examnied.
"They said it was taken from the patriots?" asked Dick. they spoke in whispers."
"Yes, only they called them 'rebels,' which we do not,"
Dick Slater had been aroused, as Bob had, by Jack's
laughed Mark.
signal.
"Very true. You did not open it?"
He crept forw ard, passed the boys a little to one sidP
"No; there was no time."
and followed the two men when th~y hurried away.
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He could almost be said to see in the dark, his sight was
so keen.
.
CHAPTER XII.
All his senses were well trained and most ·acute, m fact.
Hurrying on, with scarcely a sound, he suddenly heard
THE PROWLERS FOOLED.
the men pause.
"Any one coming, Zack?"
It was the darkest hour of the night.
"I don't hear 'em, Tobe."
The camp of the Liberty Boys was dark and silent.
Not a sound was to be heard.
·
·
Dick stood motionless.
"Reckon they must have suspicioned us."
Not a glimmer of light was seen.
"Shonldn't wonder."
It was a da1·K, nu.. n,.1 m;;, IL, and not a star tw' nkled in the
The men went on at an easy pace.
sky.
T1ick crept after them with noiseless tread.
A silence a s of the grave brooded over every thing.
l'hat must have been the camp of the young rebels."
The Liberty Boys were on the aler t, for all that every~~eckon it was, Tobe."
thing was still.
"It would be safe enough to tell Jim so?"
There were no more pickets t han usual, but all were en
. "I donno. Jim Huddy wants t o be plumb sure of every- the watch.
thing "
The enemy might come from a different direction than
"S~ he does, but I reckon that was the place."
that where they were expected.
"There were no lights."
If Huddy were the guide, he would know many ways of
"No; but they may have gone to sleep."
leading the enemy to the camp.
Just then another footstep was heard.
•
At every pomi: wl1ere an aLtack could be made the vigiSome one was coming along the road with a lantern.
lant boys were on the watch.
"Hello!" said one of the men softly.
Not a sound would escape them, and they would know
in an instant if it were suspicious.
"Hello, yourself! That you, Zach?"
They wer e to u se a different code of signals in commu"Yes, that you, Jim?"
nicating with each other if the enemy came.
"Yes. Did you find it?"
The thTee men stood together in the road.
Huddy would suspect if owls were heard hooting or frogs
· Dick stood motionless behind a great sycamore.
croaked.
"I reckon we did.
Anyhow, we was challenged and t hen
There were many other sounds which wculd not excite suspicion and which could be heard to a Lmg distance.
somebody came up and we lighted out ."
"We heard the greatest lot of hooting .and croaking
The shrill piping of the tree toad, the rap~d notes of the
though."
whip-poor-will and the strident t ones of the cricket were all
"Huh ! That was them fellers signalling. Injuns do that, natural sounds and of a far-carrying n 'lture.
and I reckon they i;:ot it off of them."
They were all heard at int ervals, for all that it was so
"H'm! I never thought of that."
dark and still.
"You've got to think of everything with them young
Jack Warren had heard the approach of the spies.
rebels."
From a different point he now heard the steady tread of
"Well, I reckon you're right."
a considerable body of men. ·
"Come on. We'll stir 'em up later. They'll be looking
A tree toad had just piped.
for us now."
i Jack made the sound in a peculiar manner and one which
"So they will. They'll be sorry they didn't go ahead with!' would not attract attention.
Greene."
Ben Spurlock, near to him, heard the two sounds and dis"Shouldn't wonder."
tinguished between them.
They went on, Dick seeing the gleam of the lantern fo r
When next a tree toad piped he made . the sound as Jack
some time.
•
had made it.
·
"Rawdon's success has given these fellows fresh courBefore long the whole camp knew that the enemy was ap~
age," was Dick's thought, "and we will have more trouble proaching and from what direction.
.
from them unless we infi'ict some heavy punishment upon
Presently Dick came up to Jack.
·
them."
"Corning, Jack?" he asked.
Dick could have shot all three of the men from where
"Yes."
he stood.
Dick listened a moment.
He looked upon that as no less than murder, however.
So they were.
·,,,
He was in no danger; the men not having discovered him.
Then he stole away.
They were his enemies, but he would give them a chance
In a short time tiny points of light were seen here and
for their lives, nevertheless.
there in the swamp.
They would have shot him down without warning, but
Dick had lighted fires in the very worst part of the swamp,
1
he could not do the same to them.
a part which few of the boys would have ventured into by
"So they think to find us asleep?" he thought, as he day and none by night.
went away. "Jim Huddy ought to know ·better than that."
These lights looked like the glimmer of dying camp fires.
Entering the camp, he went to Bob's tent and said:
If any one ventu red. too near them , however, they would
"That was some of Ruddy's gang. They are cropping be in danger of bogholes, quicksands and tangles of briar
up again."
brush.
"You followed them?"
Dick knew his way perfectly, however, and could venture
"Yes, and I could have shot Huddy and at' once ridden here a t midnight or noonday with equal safety.
t.he country of a rnisetable outlaw."
The tramp of the approaching enemy sounded louder.
"But you would not do that?"
Then it ceased for a few moments.
"No, for then I would be as bad a s he is."
"They have been led astray by the false lights," said Dick
to Jack, having retui·ned as silently as he had gone away.
· "Very true."
"They are going to attack us later, probably in .the very
The sound was heard again, and Dick knew that the
dead o' night."
enemy had changed its direction.
"They said so?"
' "They'll get into a nice mess if they keep on the way
"Huddy o;aid as much."
they are going," said Dick.
"How many has he?"
..
Huddy, at the head of a detachment of redcoats and Tories,
"I don't know."
was leading the way to Dick's camp.
"As many a s we have, Dick, do you suppose?"
"There it isl" he said, catching sight of the twinkling
"I have no means of knowing. They may bring a de-· lights.
tachment of redcoats."
Then the enemy pressed forward.
"Then we must be ready for them, Dick."
Getting nearer to the deceiving fires, Huddy said to the
"So we will be."
leader of the redcoats :
"How do you supoose they found our camp?"
"vVe'll go forward and surprise them and then you follow
"Huddy knows the camp. Still, that will do them no us."
good."
"Very good."
"No. it will not."
Huddy went on and made a sudden dash, firing a volley.
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Then the Tories found themselves suddenly fbunder;ng
Having settled in their new camp, Dick rode off to Hobin bogholes, in danger of quicksand, tod1 by briers and kirk's Hill and climbed one of the tallest
trees.
tangled in brush.
He saw the camp, the death line, the houses and ever.
"Confound it all! Where is the camp, anyhow?"
the prisoners and guards most distinctly.
"I don't believe there's any h ere."
"We must get beyond the
"We've been following willy-wisps; there ain't no camp fellows," he said to him self. death line and save those poor
here at all."
The camp was well guarded, but from his point of obserSome of the Tories got out of the tangle and stirred up vation he thought he saw a place
where the line was weak.
the fires.
"Once let us reach that," JJe thought, "and we can break
Their light showed them into what a terrible tangle they through. The trouble is to reach
it, however."
had plunged.
Descending the tree, he got in the saddle and rode off toSome lost their horses, many were extricated only with the ward the inn.
loss of their boots and pa1·t of their clothing, and some narHe was in disguise, and so had little fear of detection.
rowly escaped getting into the quicksands.
Worthy knew him when he stopped, and, coming forwa rd,
"What sort of place is this you want us to go into?" de- srtd:
mantled the redcoat leader.
"You fooled the redcoats well this morning."
"Those fires misled me. I thought we were right on top
"How did you hear of it?"
of the young rebels."
"There were some of them at the inn this morning and
"It's my opinion you don't know where they are," in a they spoke of it."
'
tone of contempt.
"It was a great disappointme nt to them."
"Some of the bla me fellows have been here and lit these
"They are going to send a detachment to drive you out."
fires just to lead me astray."
"They won't find us," with a laugh. "We have moved."
"This is a fine time to find it out!" contemptuous ly.
"Then you thought they might attack you again?"
"You wouldn't have known where to go at all!" sputtered
"I heard them say so, and I thought we would puzzle
Huddy.
them."
"And you're worse than no guide whatever!" with a snort.
"They call you a swamp rat, but say that they mean to
"Find them yourself then !" with a snarl.
hunt you out."
"Start up the fires there. Don't you dare to address me
"Easier said than done," laughed
"but, tell me, do
like that, you w1'€tched outlaw, or I'll have you hanged in a you know of any patriots who have Dick;
been robbed of a che "t
twinkling !"
of money by thE?' redcoats lately?"
The fi res were lighted, and sent · a glow over the swamp
"No."
and lighted up the deep recesses of the woods. ·
"We recovered such a chest from the enemy and are anxious
They showed that the party had come to the worst part to find an owner."
of the swamp, one that they could never t raverse.
"No, I know of no one who has lost one. If I hear I
And now the first gray streaks of the dawn began to be will let you know."
seen, and before long it would be daybreak.
· "Do so."
The Liberty Boys, wherever they were, would be ready
Some one was approaching on horseback, Dick could hear.
for them, and there could l>e no su rprise.
He presently came in sight and proved to be Huddy.
Even if Huddy found the right path now, it would be t oo
Dick had already dismounted and now he quickly hurried
late, for the Liberty Boys would fire upon them from trees Major out of sight and went on.
and bushes and inflict a terrible punishment up- n them.
Huddy shortly entered, but did not recognize Dick, nor
The boys remained silent and gave no sign that tJ:ey were even suspect him.
anywhere within hearing.
He talked loudly and boastingly and said:
·.As it grew lighter Huddy saw where he ha d gone astray
"The rebels will have to hide thefr heads shortly, for we
"That's Slater's work," he said. . "He heard us coming intend to dr ive them out of the Carolinas."
a~d lighted those deceiving fires.
He's a clever boy and
"Where ye going to drive 'em to?" asked Dick in a high
I 'am willing to admit it."
key, and with a simple look.
"If you had not led us off on the wrong- road we -eould
"Drive them into the ocean, of course."
have surprised the rebels and driven them out of their
"What state is that? Don't remember ever to have heerd
camp," snarled the redcoat.
of it. Anywheres near the old North State?"
It galled him greatlv to admit or even think that an~ one
"No, you fool, it's water!"
had gotten the best of him.
.
"Big river, is it? Bigger'n the crick?"
"You couldn't have done anything of the sort!" snapped
"Why, it's so big that you can't see across it,_ and you
Buddy. "T "e!ieve now that Slater knew we were coming can sail on it for weeks before you r each the
other side."
all the t ime."
"Shucks! You can't make me believe any such lies as
"You're a· fool!" snapped the redcoat. I'll drive out these that," and there was a general laugh.
young rebels yet and put them all in the prison pens at Log- · "I don't care if you don't. It's there all the
same."
town."
: "Ever be'n onto it?"
· "Before you know it, my boaster," was Dick's thought,
"No."
"you will have no prisoners at Logtown."
"Ever seen it?"
' ...
Dick was near enough t o hear all the conversation.
"No."
I
.
No one suspected this, howeve:-.
"Then how do you know?"
The redcoats and Tories retreated as it grew lighter, and
"Oh, a fellow told me."
by sunrise were well on their \\'ay back to Logtown.
"Mebbe the feller lied. You can't believe everything you
The Liberty Boys were very jubilant over the failure of hear these days."
the intended surp ri se.
"You're a fool!"
"'\Ve're regular swamp foxes," laughed Bob, "and Jes no
"I wouldn't believe that, neither," with a foolish little
easy matter to drive us out."
laugh.
. .
.
.
"Huddy is getting a better opinion of us every day," added
Then Dick arose and went out, wa1tmg m the passage m
Bob; "but he might be cle\'erer than he is. Any one might a dark .corner.
know that the fires would all be out at that time."
Huddy remained a time, talking loudly, as before, but at
"He was too eager and that was how he got fooled."
last he arose and came unsteadily a long th e passage. •
"We'll foo l him wome yet,'! said Bob,. and the boys all
'Then Dick suddenly sprang upon him.
agreed with him.
"Are you going to lead the enem y to our camp again today ? " Dick asked.
CHAPTER XIII.
Huddy was greatly surprised and tried to get away.
HUDDY IN' TI-IE TOILS.
Dick held him firmly.
During the forenoon the Liberty Boys changed their camp
"Tell me!" he said, sternly.
to a wilder and more inaccessible part of the swamp and
"No; they won't trust me."
nearer t o Sanders' ·creek.
"Ent you know they are going to our camp?"
They wished to make it still more puzzling for Huddy
Dick fixed his eyes steadily on the man and fowced him to
and the boasting redcoats. and therefore every trace of their wsaner.
'
former camp was removed.
"Yes, they are."
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"They will take the men from Logtown ? "
A few of the Liberty Boys were left in the camp, but
"Yes."
Huddy did not know that any had gone.
"Have they enough?"
They all went away quietly, by threes and fours, taking
"Yes."
their horses 'with them.
"Some will be left to guard the prisoners?"
Not half a dozen were left to gua1·d the camp, but it was
"Yes.''
enough.
"How many?"
All wlio were going being out of the camp, Dick put him"A hundred."
self at the head and set off.
"Ha:ve any tried to escape?"
They went around to the eastward, so as to approach the
"Yes, and been shot.''
pr1son camp on the side where it was weakest.
"You are coming with me, Hud!fv_"
Dick sent Bob ahead with the troop and climbed a tree.
"I won't!" fiercely.
F1·om this he at length saw a number set out to attack his
"You shall!" and Dick caught the man by the collar and · camp, as they had promised.
dragged him outdoors.
Then he came down, sprang upon Major and rode away
Huddy struck at Dick, but could not get in a blow.
like the wind.
Dick took away his pistols and literally _dragged him to his
He escaped the redcoats and joined Bob and the Liberty
horse.
Boys in good time.
Drink had weakened the man, and he seemed to be but a
Then they rode to the edge of the open ground bordering
child in Dick's grasp.
on the prison camp at Logtown.
Then the young captain's eyes seemed to fairly burn into
Here they dismounted.
him, and he could not get away from them.
They could see the prisoners
"What are you going to do with me, Slater?" he muttered. pickets outside the death line. in the enclosure and see the
"Nothing. Keep you out of mischief, that is all."
"Now, then, boys, quickly and silently," Dick said.
"Huh! You are a clever fellow, Slater."
Crouching on the ground, the boys advanced rapidly.
"Get on your horse,'' said Dick. "Don't try to get away.
They were close to the mound of earth before they were
You don't want to be shot?"
discovered.
"Huh! I reckon not.''
Then they arose and leaped forward.
One of the stablemen brought out Major and Dick quickly
The pickets fled, giving the alarm.
mounted.
Then the brave boys cheered.
In a moment they were going up the road at an easy pace.
The prisoners heard them and pressed forward to the
They were riding alongside,
Dick with a pistol in his edge of the enclosure.
hand.
"Now, then, boys !" cried Dick.
Huddy looked at him askance now and then.
They boys pressed forward and leaped over the low wall.
He had enough to do to steady himself on his horse, withThe redcoats began to rally to beat back the daring youths,
out trying to struggle with his captor.
some of them firing.
"You aren't going to hang me, Slater?" he at length
"Forward!" said Dick. "Make a stand at the death line."
asked.
On ran the brave boys.
"Not this time," shortly. "I want to keep you out of mis"Fire!" shouted Dick.
chief."
The brave boys advanced to the death line.
There was not a moment that Dick did not have his eyes
A tremendous volley rang out.
on the man.
The prisoners came dashing from the enclosure, with a
If Huddy had tried to escape he would have had a bad cheer.
fall, perhaps have "broken his neck.
Then they made a rush for freedom, the redcoats being
He seemed to know this, and made no attempt to get
powerless to stop them.
away.
They fired a volley at the boys, but it was answered with
He trusted Dick and at the same time was under the boy's
terrible effect.
influence and unable to help himself.
Then they fired at the prisoners, but the latter escaped.
On they went, and presently turned off at an unexpected
The smoke hung about in clouds for a time, and, taking
place.
advantage of it, the prisoners quickly joined the brave boys.
"You have changed your camp, Slate1·?"
"Away with you!" said Dick. - "You will find horses.
"Yes.''
Show the way, Ben!"
"To fool the redcoats?"
Extra horses had been brought for the prisoners, and now
"Yes.''
Ben Spurlock hurried off, leading the way.
"You set those false fires last night?"
The others poured volley after volley upon the redcoats.
"I did.''
Then they made a sudden dash beyond the death -line.
"You fooled me and I know the swamps."
In a moment they were tearing down and settinir on fire the
"I expected to do so."
tents and shacks where the prisoners had been herded.
"You knew we were coming?"
They were filthy and not fit habitations for any one.
"Yes, I saw the men you sent ahead."
In a short time they were being consumed by the flames.
"That was the time they heard the owls?"
Then the gallant lads rushed upon the houses occupied by
"Yes, and I heard you t ell them they were our signals."
the officers.
"You did?"
"Yes; you had a lantern and met them."
There was no withstanding the attack.
They were riding more slowly now, being in the swamp.
Torches were quickly applied, and before long the houses
"You were there?" in surprise.
were all ablaze.
"Yes, and could have shot the three of you.''
The redcoats fled toward Camden to summon aid.
·;,Why didn't you?'"
Having completed their task, however, the daring fellows
I am not a murderer,'' shortly.
set off toward their camp.
"Then you knew we were coming?"
The prisoners they had saved went with them.
"Yes, and heard your quarrel with the redcoats after your
They heard the other detachment of redcoats returning
failu re to find us.''
after their fruitles s expedition. "Huh! I always admitted you were clever."
They avoided them, however, and went back to the camp.
Dick whistled.
Huddy was greatly astonished to see them return, not
Half a dozen of the Liberty Boys appeared in a moment. knowing that they had gone.
"Take this man and put him under guard," he said, and
He had seen boys walking about and had not noticed any
it was done.
change in the camp.
"'Whe1·e have you been?" he asked Harry Thurber, as the
latter passed his shack.
,
CHAPTER XIV.
"Saving the prisoners of Logtown," wa~ the reply.
THE RAID ON THE PRISON CAMP.
"All of you?"
Huddy was bound and left in a little shack in this camp.
"All but· five or six. They will go on our next expedition."
His arms were / bound behind him and a rope about his
"And you saved the prisoners?"
bodv was secured to a post.
"Yes; there they are now."

,
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The prisoners rode by at this moment to find quarters in
He knew the man by his resemblance to the girl.
the camp.
"Your sister Worthy, at the tavern, has done us great
The sick and wounded were attended to, and good, clean service, Mr. MacLean," he said.
quarte1·s were provided for all.
"Worthy is a good girl and a true patriot."
They were most grateful to Dick and the Liberty Boys for
"Indeed she is!"
their rescue and could not thank him enough.
"I don't like to have her out at service, but I have not
Patsy and his assistants got to work at once preparing been able to make a home for her."
light but nourishing food for them .
''I suppose not."
They had been insufficiently fed, had not been allowed to I "And then her sisters are both married and have all they
k eep their quarters clean, had been brutally treated by offi- can do to look out for themselves."
cers and guards alike and many had been shot dOWll wan"Worthy has a home, gives good service, and is respected."
tonl y by their brutal jailers.
"Yes, but she should be with me."
Many were ill, but Dick gave them the best of care, and· "Some day she may have a husband of her own," with a
there was every hope that would soon be strong and well smile.
again.
"Yes ; but there is time enough for that."
"Sure it's a shame to trate anny wan loike that," said 1 "Where will you i::-o when you are well enough?" asked
Patsy.
Dick.
·
"Ya und you would t'ought dose Pritishers was Hessians
"I will join General Greene, wherever he is."
been alretty," answered Carl.
"Very good."
"Sure Oi'd niver trate the Britishers loike that, an' Oi have
Many of the prisoners said the same and a number were
no love for thim, aither."
ready to leave at once.
"Nor me, neider; but I don'd could doed dot."
These were stronger and abler than the rest.
"It won't do thim anny good in the ind, my bye."
Dick said
that they had better remain till morning at
"I belief you, Batsy."
least, and they agreed to do so.
"Phwin we've thrun thim out av the counthry, they'll be
Toward evening Dick rode to Hobkirk's Hill.
foindin' out phwy we don't want thim, Cookyspiiler." ·
The buildings at Logtown lately occupied by the British
"Off dey don'd was found it ouid efore dot, dey don'd were in ruins.
n efer was doed it, I bet me," answered Carl, philosophically.
There was no sign of the enemy, and they had probably
"Maybe they won't," dryly.
returned to Camden.
"I was ·wanted to put ein patch on mein preeches. Was
It was growing dark when .he set out on his return.
you got some cloth?" ·
He was rid;ng along a wood-bordered road, when he heard
"Yis; vez'll fo ind an owld pair in me tint. Go an' h elp voices.
yourself."
Dismounting, he led Major into the woods.
"All righd," and away went Carl to get the material reThen he waited.
quired.
In a short time two or three men came riding slowly along.
Later he came out with a fine new patch on his old
"They drove the redcoats out of Logtown all right," said
breeches, which quite put to shame the rest of the garment. one.
"Where did yez get the patch, Cookyspiller?" asked Patsy.
~' That don't matter, 'cause Watson has got to Camden and
"Vrom dot oldt pair off preeches you was toldt me I could Rawdon's going after Greene."
h<'ld."
"Still it was a pity we made a mess of it last night and
Patsy ran hurriedly t h is tent.
didn't drive the young rebels out."
In a few moments he came running out.
"They're worse'n foxes."
"Yez tuck the new breeches, bad cess to yez!" he shouted,
'.'.And what's become of Jim?"
holding up a pair of almost new breeches.
Donno."
"Dot was der only ones," said Carl. "How I knowed dey
"Is he going to join the redcoats?"
was new?"
·
"Donno."
Then Patsy looked down at his own.
"He hain't run away, has he?"
"Oh, my! Oh, my! Oi have on the owld ones meself an'
"I couldn't tell yer." .
Oi forgot ivery worrud about it!" he wailed.
"'Cause, if he hain't, there's a parcel of rebels in the dis"Dot was all righd, I was gif you ein oldt pair off mine t rict what we can swoop down on and get something out of."
alretty."
·
"We'll havt! to do it quick, before these Liberty Boys hear
"Sure, that'll be enough to make a whole suit av clothes of it."
wid."
"We will."
"Well, dot was all righd, don't it?"
"Who are they?"
"An' thin Oi'll luck loike a Dootchmon."
· "One is the husband of old Scotch , MacLean's daughter.
"Gone ouid mid you. You was look lige a Iri~hirr off you He's pooty well off."
was >vored dot Pritish uniform, I bet met."
"Live near here ?"
"Sure I niver wud!" decidedly.
"Not far."
"For why dot was?"
"Plenty of money?"
"Becos Oi'd niver wear it."
"Yes."
"Humbug!" said Carl.
"Then we'll get the boys together and make a haul."
"All right. Tell Jim about it and he'll fix it up."
"Yes, like he done last night," with a laugh.
"Well, I reckon that was our fault, 'cause I believe the
rebels was listening."
CHAPTER XV.
''And one of them is listening now," was Dick's thought.
Then he crept away, having heard all that was necessary.
MISCHIEF INTENDEJti.
Returning to Major, he mounted and rode away at a gallop.
If Rawdon were· going after Greene, it might be well for
After the return of the Liberty Boys Huddy w!s unthe Liberty Boys to join the latter.
bound.
He was allowed to leave his shack and to walk about, but
On the other hand, if Greene wanted the L iberty Boys he
not to go out of the camp."
would send for them, being not so far distant.
"You thought I might escape and warn the redcoats,
Then these marauding Tories would be punished and disdidn't you?" he said to Bob.
persed.
"We were not taking any risks."
On the whole, Dick thought best to remain in the neigh"What are you going to do with me now?"
borhood for the time.
"You will find out, all in good time."
He had not been able to find the owner of the chest taken
"Are you going to remain around here indefinitely?"
from the redcoats, and he had not wholly dispersed the
"We will stay as long as we can be of any use," shortly.
Tories, although he had destroyed one of their camps.
"You don't give much information," with a shrug.
Reaching his own camp, he went to Huddy's shack and
"None to enemies," shortly.
found the red-bearded man sitting at the entrance.
Dick found Donald MacLean, Worthy's brother, among the
"Your friends Zach aud Tobe are looking for you, Huddy,"
rescued prisoners.
said Dick.
·1
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"You did not tell them where I was, I suppose?"
Bob remained beh'nd to look after the camn, while Mark
"No, but they want you to lead a maraud they are going went with Dick.
on."
·
·
·
Dick dismounted and went to the front door.
"You couldn't spare me, of course?" with an odd sort of
A loud knock brought a man to the window.
laugh.
"What want ye at this time o' nicht ?" he demanded with .a
"No, and yo'u won't get the blame of this one, at any strong accent. "Gang awa' an' let honest folk seek their
rate."
beds."
"Where are thev goin"' ?"
"I come on an honest errand, Mr. McTavish," sa'd Dick.
"Do you know old Sc;tch MacLean's daughter?"
"An' hoo do ye know that I'm Mister McTavash, an' who
"At the tavern, you mean?"
be ye at a'?"
"No, one of the married ones."
"I am Dick Slater, captain of the Liberty Boys, and I
"Which?"
come on an important errand. Show a light and you will
"ls one well off?"
see OUl' uniforms."
"Yes, but close . . He's a rebel, too."
..,
"I'll na show a lkht to have ye put a bullet in me," said
"Where does he live?"
the caut:ous Scot. Gang awa' an' no vix me."
"Now
you are asking me to betray the gang, Slater,"
"Show a light, boys," said Dick. "The gentleman is susmuttered Huddy.
picious of us."
"You need not. The girl will tell me."
•
''Your house is to be attacked by Tories to-night, Mr. Mc"Yes, and I won't."
Tavish, and we have c'ome to protect you."
"There is no need."
"So? Come in, lad. It's a braw company ye have, but I
Dick then went away, saying to two or three of the boys: doot if I can get them a' in, so come in as manny a' ye as
"Keep an eye on Huddy, and don't let him escape."
can."
"All r·ght," they said.
Mark, Jack, Ben, the two Hanys and three or four more
Dick then rode off at full speed to the inn.
dismounted and went in with Dick.
He wore his uniform, but there were no redcoats about.
MlS. McTavish presently entered, and Dick saw at once
As he sat down Worthy came over to him.
her resemblance to Worthy.
"One of your sisters is married to a rich man?" he said.
''Rob is suspicious,'! she said to Dick, "but he has reason
"Yes, Prudence, but he is very near, as they say."
· to be."
"He is well off, however?"
"Say you so?"
"Yes."
"Yes, only a short time ago a number of British soldiers
came and robbed us of considerable property."
"Does Jim Huddy know where she lives? "
"Yes, it is not many miles from here."
"Aye, an' they cam' in as saft spoken as ye please, an'
"His gang is going to attack the house."
then went awa' wi' a ·box o' siller, an' goold and siller can"Has he escaped?"
dlesticks, an' such like braw things, an' ne'er said 'by your
"No, but I overheard the plot."
leave' or annything."
"They tell me the prisoners were saved."
"Tell me,'' said Dick, "was there a white thread shawl on
"Yes, and your brother Donald will come and see you to- the top of the box and some pieces of lace?"
morrow. He knows where your sister lives?"
"Yes, there were,'' said Mrs. McTavish.
-Yes."
·
"The scoonclrels said it wad save the j ingle an' the shak1n'
"I did not want to worry him, and I wished to tell you aboot,'' sputtered the angry Scot.
the news."
"Then I have your property in my possession, and have
Dick learned the exact location of the house, and then re- been looking for an owner for some t '. me."
tumed to the camp.
·
"Ye hae the box wi' the siller an' goolcl an' a'?"
"Huddy wants to see you, Dick,'' said Bob as he sought his
"Yes, captured from the redcoats who stole it."
tent.
"Wee!, wee!, I'd ne'er think it, my lad."
.. . 1
Dick went ·to the prisoner's shack, ·finding the man smok"Yes, and I asked Worthv about it, but she did not kncliw
ing a short pipe wh:ch sent a glow over his face and made of any one who had been robbed by Br'ti sh soldiers of .late."
hi s i·ed beard look brighter.
·"They were no' sogers, they were robbers, scoundrels!'1 ,
"I sup]Jose I ought to tell you, Slater,'' he said. "I wouldn't
"We had not told any one,'' said the woman. "It seemed
like to· see McTavish's wife injured, though I care naught for no use."
' ''
"The box is in our _camp, and I will bring it hei·e to-niorhim."
·
·· · r ~
"l know where the place is,'' shortly. "Donald M·c Lean row." · · .
would have told me, but I wanted to· see Worthy."
Dick. then told of how he had heard of the inferide<l ·i·ob"Huh, then you know?"
/
bery, without mentioning the name of Huddy .
"Yes."
"And so you have seen sister?" the lady asked. ·: '
"He's all right, then. I hope you'll see that no harm comes
"Yes. and found her a brave, true g ;rl."
to the girl."
"Ye'll find a' the McLean lassies that, ma lad,'' said McTavish. "I'd fain hae the lass here wi' us, but she hae the
"There will not, but why are you so interested?"
"'VVell, she was my sweetheart once."
Scotch independent spee1•it, · an' wall aye gang her own gait."
Dick said nothing, but Mark said:
"Perhaps it will be best to have the house daTk so that
\ .
the villains may not suspect that we are waiting-."
"Ye'll hae a bite to eat an' a drap to drink before, wull
CHAPTER XVI.
ye ? " asked the Sotchman.
"We've had our suppers,'' said Dick.
THE OUTL,.WS SURPRISED.
"Aye, but ye'll have a journey to gang after ye finish wi'
the scoondrels an' ye'll be nair famished."
"Oh, we're used to that,'' with a laugh.
"Your sweetheart?" echoed Dick.
"Nay., nay, I canna let ye go wi'oot breakin' bread wi' we,
"Yes. That was before I was an outlaw."
"You won't say that you became one b,ecause she refused so mak' the board set, lass, an' the captain an' his braw lads
will sup wi' us. It'll be late afower the scoondrels coom."
you?"
A bounteous supper was provided, and if McTavish were
"No, it was my own fault. She was a rebel and I was
"near,'' as folk said, it d id not seem to affect his hospitality.
not, but that might have been fixed."
All the boys were asked to come in and have a bite and
"What was the trouble?"
"My wildness. She tried to keep me straight, but I a cup of hot coffee, and few refused.
At last came a warning signal that some one was coming.
wouldn't."
Dick and his party remained in the house, the lights being
"Didn't you love her enough to respect her wishes?"
"I thought more of myself and was more easily influenced put out.
The othetE; currounded the house, keeping hidden under
for evil than for good."
"You had your choice," said Dick. "No one could have the trees or beneath bushes.
One or two were near the road to signal to the rest.
made you bad if you hadn't wished it."
At last the steady tramp of a dozen or twenty men was
Dick took about twenty of the Liberty Boys when it was
lieard.
a.uite dark and rode off toward the McTavish place.
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"No, I am not, but I don't know that I could live an honest
They presently halted in the road before the house.
life. I have tried the other kind so long."
·"The rebel has gone. to roost," said Tobe.
''You could give it a try."
"We'll force the doors, front and back, and take the rebel's
"I suppose I could."
store."
"Will you do it?"
The boys had torches ready to light at a moment's notice.
"I couldn't carry it out."
They all had signals so that they would be known to each
"You don't know till you try."
other and so prevent accidents.
"Well, I'll go away, anyhow."
The Tori es dismounted and advanced rapidly.
"~nd try to lead a better life?"
.Some went to the rear and some in front.
''I'll t ry to try, but I don't want to make promises that l
The instant that one of the men tried to wedge open the
am not sure of keeping."
front door it flew back.
"That is honest, at any rate."
The man was thrown on his face in the passage.
"That's the best I can do."
He was instantly seized and then a whistle sounded.
"I'll give you you r parole and you al'e not to fight ai:-ainst
In a short time a dozen torches were blazing.
the patriots again."
Th en a rush was made for the Tories.
"All right. I won't."
Three or four of the boys ran off with the marauders'
Huddy was allowed to keep his horse, as he said he w:shetl
horses.
to get as far away as possible at once.
Some of the men were caught, but the majority escaped.
He rode off like the wind, after saying good-bye to Dick.
They went on foot, however, their horses having suddenl y
"I'll do my best , anyhow, Slater. Good-bye," he said.
disappeard.
A few shots were fired by the scoundl'els, but without do- j Then he was off.
That day Dick took a number of the boys and carried the
ing any more damage than throwing down one of the torches.
box to the McTavish place.
Zach and Tobe were caught, and Dick said to them:
"I saw Jim Huddy to-day," Mrs. McTavish said . "He
"I want you to know that Jim Huddy had nothing to do
with yom· betrayal. He is a prisone1· in our camp, and will stopped for a few minutes."
"Did he say where. he was goinp; ?"
remain one till we think best to let him go."
"As far away as he could,'' he said. "He told me of his
The boys then procured stout switches and the outlaws
promise to you."
were forced to run between a double line of their captors.
"Well?"
None of them escaped half a dozen good cuts, and some of
"Do you think he wil1 keep it?"
them received a full dozen.
"He will try to," said Dick, "and that is someth ing. "
Then they fled at fu ll speed down the road, and it was not
"I was afraid when I saw him, but he told me not to be, at
likely that they would visit the neighborhood again in many
once! He said he wanted to see me once before he went
days.
away."
"He told me about you. "
"Yes, he said so. He did not want any harm to come to
me."
CHAPTER XVII.
"I think' he will try to do better," said Dick, "but it will
be hard, of COUl'Se, as he said himself."
AN OLD ACQUAINTANCE.
"I trust that he may succeed," the woman said.
"So do I," added Dick.
J£he Liberty Boys, after remaining a while near the house,
Then he returned with the boys to the camp.
set off for their camp.
The next day Rawdon returned to 'Camden.
They had little use for the horses captured from the
He had found Greene's army too sti'ong to Tisk an attack.
Tories. Not more than two or three were of any use except
I The n ext day Rawdon exacuated Camden, burning the jail,
as work horses.
mills and several private dwellings, and destroying all the
Tb.ft outlaws would be put to it w;thout them, however.
"
stores he could not take with him.
· ,.
'J'ltis was Dick's main reason fol' taking them.
The Loyalists followed him, fearing the vengeance of the
The1·e was not . a horse in the troop that was not better
patriots.
th~m ,·th e • b est of those captured by the boys.
The Liberty Boys joined Greene, then marching toward
_
The outlaws would suffer without then~, however.
·Those wbo had J:ieen ~aptured .and purushed would. tell .the Ninety-six, held by Lieutenant-Colonel Cruger, of New York.
Within a few days all of the posts in that part of South
rest, an? '.111 would avoid the Liberty Boys thereafter. ' .
.When ·D1ck got baek to the camp he fsmnd Huddy smokmg Carolina held by the British fell into the hands of the Amer·
··
icans
· ·
h 's pipe in front of the shack.
.
. ?"
Ninety-six after a steady march, Greene proReaching
· th e man as k e d ·
.."D"icI ,;Y 0 u 1·.ou t ' em • Cap t am
ceeded to besiege it.
,,
,,Y i;s. sho1 tly:
Many of the prisoners released by Dick Slater and the Lib"H m, the>:, missed me.
,
ert y Boys at Logtown were now with Greene.
,,
.
,
.. N~ doubt.
Worthy's brother, Donald, had seen his sister, and had
,,
.. w1~h me, they "ould hav~ had bettei l~ck.
been.
had
Dick
active
how
her
from
heard
dryly.
camp,
our
to
Such as when Jou led the iedcoats
He was now with Greene and Dick saw him of ten.
.
Hudd y blew out a cloud of smoke a~d chuckled.
Cruger was strongly enti~nched at Ninety-six, and Greene
"It'~ hard to get the best of you m any way, Captain,"
he.. {v~d~eitainly left your friends no chance of a victory to- ~w that he W?uld have to approach the fort gradually until
wholly
was L'b
· ht"
t th
d
cl • th
B
rt mvested.
, was D"1ck' s answer, "b u t th en we k r.ew th ey were com- 1t. ml
mg
e ~oo s as near o e
J ie i e y _oys encampe m
ing."
star redoubt built by Cruger as possible, and set out to
"Seems to me you always know it," with a laugh.
.
. .
hamss the enemy all th~y c?uld.
"Sometimes we do not know it far ahead."
There were many Tones m the d1str1ct, which was a neu"But you keep watch and that is everything "
tral ground,. and co~fi.icts between them and the patriots,
·
·
"Yes, ·we always do that."
In the morning many of the prisoners went ofi' to join whether soldiers or citizens, were frequent.
One day soon after the arrival of the Liberty Boys Dick
Greene.
set out to get information of a certain band of marauding
Then Dick went to Huddy and said:
"I should properly turn you over to General Greene, but I Tories who had been committing a great many depredations.
It was Dick's intention to locate the band and then to ·fall
do not know when I shall see him, and we do not keep prisonupon. them with the Liberty Boys and drive them from the
ers, seldom take them, in fact."
district.
Huddy made no reply.
He was in disguise, looking like a backwoodsman, but was
"You said it was too late to give up your evil career. Permounted on Major.
·
haps not."
He had ridden some distance when he came to a low,
"No one would trust me," shortly. "They all know me,
rambling building occupied as a tavern.
hereabout."
This was within a few miles of the region where the des·
"The country is wide, you could 1to elsewhere. You are
J?eradoes had been operating.
not known in the north. verhaps not in Virginia, ever."
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He thought he might learn here where the Tories were, and
he resolved to make inquiries concerning their whereabout s.
Leaving Major tethered under the trees out of sight from
the road, he entered.
There were a number of rough-look ing men in the place.
~rom the looks of some of· these Dick judged that they
might belong to the gang he was in search of, or to a similar
one.
Taking a seat at a table near a door he called for a mug
of home-brew ed ale.
He never drank anything of the sort, but backwoods men
often did, and he must carry out the charadter he was assuming.
He could easily dispose of the ale, and the mere calling for
it would allay suspicion.
"Don't live around here, do ye?" asked the landlord, setting
the fo~ming mug before the supposed young backwoodsm an.
In his suit of buckskin ,a coonskin cap on his head, and a
big pistol in his belt, Dick looked the young backwoods man
to the life.
"No, I reckon I don't," he answered.
"Going far?"
The landlord turned to speak to some one who had just
entered.
Dick deftly emptied half the contents of the mug in a corner.
Then the newcomer stepped forward.
It was Zach Huddy's former associate.
He looked keenly at Dick, and then said:
'.'. 'Pears to me I've seen ye afore, young 'un."
Maybe ye have. I've been about a bit."
. "Great snakes, I knowed I'd seen them eyes afore. Catch
him, boys. That's Dick Slater, the rebel!"

CHAPTER XVIII.
HUDD"Y: PAYS THE DEBT.

Then they closed the bunghole so that no mo1·e water could
get in.
"Did you bring ropes?" asked Zack.
"Yes, plenty of 'em."
"All right, roll the cask out on ther bank."
This was done.
"Tie him good and tight fil'st of all," said Zack.
Dick was bound hand and foot.
"Now tie him on the barrel and roll him into the creek."
"All right; that'll be fine."
One of the men attempted to seize Dick to bind him to the
cask.
Crack!
A shot suddenly rang out from the woods.
The man got a flesh wound in the shoulder.
Another stepped forward to take his place.
Crack!
,
Another shot sounded, and the man got hit in the leg.
Then two or three sprang forward to throw Dick in the
water.
Crack-cra ck-crack!
Three shots rang out in quick succession and all three
men received serious hu1·ts.
The men then dashed off into the woods in great alarm.
One or two additional shots were fired, which made them
increase their speed.
·
In a few minutes not one was to be seen or heard.
Then a man stepped out from behind a great tree and
came forward.
It was Jim Huddy.
With a few quick slashes of his knife he severed the cords
that bound Dick.
"I owed you one for letting me go, Slater," he said. "We
are not square yet, though."
"Why not?" quietly.
"I am still under an obligation."
"What is it?"
uTo be an honest man."
"Have you tried 7"
"Yes, I have given up all my old a ssociates."
"Some of them were here, Huddy?"
"Yes, but I didn't know it. I didn't hurt 'em, anyhow, fol'
they were no worse than I used to be."
"Very true."
"I've got your horse all safe, Slater, though he wouldn't
let me come near him."
' Dick and Huddy now hurried back to the tavern.
Major was found tethered where Dick had left him.
"I am obliged to you, Huddy," said Dick. "You have rendered me a service which I shall never forget."
"The obligation is all on my side, Slater."
Then Huddy began to reload his pistols.
"Did they take away your pistols ? " he asked.
"Yes."
"It was lucky I Caine up when I did. I saw the horse,
knew it to be yours, and then, hearing voices, followed."
"You came none too soon," gravely.
"Take two of these pistols. You may need them."
"I hardly think so."
·
"Good-by, Slater. I may not turn rebel, but if I stay on
this side, I'll at least be an honest soldier, not an outlaw."
"Better fight for your country, Huddy," said Dick. "You
are an American born ? "
Then the two parted.
When next Dick saw Huddy it was at the siege of Yorktown.
The man then wore the blue and buff, was a sergeant, and
was said to be one of the bravest men in all his regiment.
He had shaved his red beard, changed his name, and
seemed to be completely altered.
"You've paid your debt, Jim," said Dick, "and I think you
feel better for it."
·
"Indeed I do, Captain, and I'm a different man for it."
After the war Worthy McLean married one of the Liberty
Boys, and made him a good wife.
·
. The Liberty Boys remained throughout the siege of Ninetys1x, and then went elsewhere, distinguish ing themselves as
they did wherever they were called.

As Zack, the landlord, and four or five other sprang ·toward
Dick he leaped to his feet.
·
Zack raised his rifle to fire when Dick shot off his hat with
his pistol.
The landlord mised a pewter to hurl at Dick.
In a moment the young patriot shot it out of his hand.
Then he dashed forward, striking right and left with his
pistol.
He upset two of his foes, and had reached the door. when
Tobe and another man came in.
They seized him and then the rest closed in behind.
Dick was surrounded , and there was no escape.
"Now we got the rebel, what are we going to do with
him?" asked Zack.
"Hang him," said some.
"'Hanging is too sudden," growled Zack.
"But it's sure," said the others.
"Lick him," muttered Tobe. "That's what he done to we
uns."
.. What do you want to do with him, Zack?" asked some.
"There's a tumbling brook pretty near here, ain't there?"
asked Zack.
"Yes, there is."
"You've got a barrel in the cellar, haven't you?"
''Yei, plenty of them," replied the landlord.
"""''vell, tie him to a barrel and chuck him in the creek, and
.et him bob up and down till he drowns."
"Trot out your barrel, Lishe."
"Al right, I'll get it."
"Where's that black horse of his'n ?" asked Tobe. "I'll
take the critter."
"I reckon you won't!" snapped Zack.
"Why not?"
"'Cause I'm going to take him myself."
'"Yes, you are!" with an incredulous laugh.
"We'll draw lots for the boss," declared one.
"Come on, we're only wasting time," growled another.
The men now hurried Dick to the creek, a few rods back
of the house.
Presently the landlord and another came on, rolling an
Next week's issue :vill contain "'rHE LIBERTY BOYS IN
empty wine cask ahead of them.
Reaching the bank of the creek, they put the cask in, with PRISON; or, THE ESCAPE FROM THE OLD SUGAR
t he bunghole uppermost, and let in a quantity of water.
HOUSE."
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FROM AL L POINTS
RABBI TS BRING WEAL TH
Deman ds from Eastern concerns for unlimit ed
quantit ies of rabbit pelts has revived a former
industr y in Northe rn Michigan. One concern notified commission men that it is in the market for
10,000,000 rabbit skins during the 1919-1920 season. Farmer s' childre n in farmin g sections who
have decided to fill small orders are sending their
address es to the Depart ment of Agricu lture, which
transm its such inform ation to fur and pelt dealers.
State and county officials are encour aging the killing of rabbits , which were numero us and destruc tive
in agricul tural district s this summe r.

DESTR OYER BUILT IN 45 1-2 DAYS.
The construction of a 1,200-ton, 35-knot destroy er
in 45 1-2 days is someth ing which calls for congratula tions to the yards at Squant um, near Boston. The keel of the "Reid" was laid Sept. 9. She
was launche d Oct. l5, and on Oct. 31, after undergoing a test by the Govern ment Trial Board, was
accepted. The "Reid" is driven by turbine s of 30,000 horsepo wer at a speed of 35 knots. She is
named after Captain Samuel Cheste r Reid, a naval
officer who won distinct ion in the war of 1812 when
in Fayal Harbor he won a fight against absurd
odds.
BONDS FOR SHELF PAPER
How $1,000 of Seattle improv ement bonds, bought
by a son for an income for his mother , were used
by her to paper pantry shelves was disclosed when
some of the mutilat ed bonds were brough t to the
office of City Treasu rer E. L. Terry to see if they
had any value. Accord ing to the story told Accountant A. B. Lund, the bonds are the proper ty of an
elderly woman who has been living alone in Seattle
several years. During a long illness five or six
years ago she is said to have suffere d a tempor ary
lapse of memory, and when she recover ed appare ntly had forgott en everyth ing about the bonds and
their value.
I

PAID $15 FOR A SEAT TO SEE WORLD COME
TO AN END.
Charles Johnso n, sixty-five years old, a farmer ,
living at West Salem, Ohio, was in Cleveland the
other day with a reserve d seat ticket so as to be in
the front row when the world came to an end.
After going to a house where the "beginn ing of
the end" was to be staged and finding no one there

had even heard the end was at hand, Johnso n complained to the police.
"Two men came to me last Saturda y, and sold me
a reserve d seat for $15, " he said. " They told me all
the membe rs of my religious belief ·were to wait
for the end in Cleveland."
GRAPE JUICE USED AS SUBST ITUTE FOR
WINE.
Grapeju ice made its appeara nce for the first time
in Nevada as a substitu te for wine in corners tone
layings at Gardne rville when the corners tone of the
new Masonic Temple at that place was laid.
Everyb ody is familia r with the time-honored
ritual used in laying most all <;orners tones when the
presidi ng officer baptizes the stone with the acora of
plenty, the oil of joy and the wine of mirth and happiness." Of course there isn't any "wine of mirth
and happine ss," in Nevada any more. At· least
there isn't supposed to be.
But, nothing daunted, the Masons chose the next
best thing and used the pure juice of the grape, not
the kind that the old P ersian took along to the wilderness with his lady love, his loaf of bread and hi~
book of verses, but that dark-colored heavy kind
that has had the buzz taken out of it.
HEATI NG RIVET S BY TOUCH ING THEM
In an effort to overcome the many difficulties involved in heating rivets previou s to their being
driven and riveted, an Americ an manufa cturer of
electrical equipm ent has recentl y designed an electric rivet heater which embodies low first cost with
simplic ity of operati on, fool-proofness of cop.struction and maxim um efficiency. This is accomplished
in the following design :
A transfo rmer rated at 15. kilowat ts is mounte d
on angle iron legs, which may be fitted with wheels.
At the front of the transfo rmer, two copper bars
are fitted with heavy air-cooled electrode blocks of
cast copper, and under these is anothe r copper
block which acts as a suppor t and electrical connection for two rivets in series. When the rivets are
stood up on the block and the electrodes are allowed
to drop on the head of the rivet, "the circuit is completed and heating begins. The two electrodes may
be raised indepen dently by two foot pedals, gravity
being sufficient to lower the electrodes when the
A primar y tap switch mounte d
foot is removed.
on the back legs of the machin e gives all the variation needed for differen t lengths and diamet ers of
rivets and rate of heating desired.
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A. o. T. No. 33

"You are not the gentle man we want. I mean Mr.
Caleb Sempl e."
''. He is not to be seen to-day, Are you here to
-ORclaim the r eward he so foolishly adver tised? "
fHE BOSS OF THE MESSENGER BOYS
" This young lady is Mr. Semp le's grand daugh t er.
She is-- "
By RALPH MORTON
''She is nothin g of the sort. You, of course, have
put her up to this. You are a young grafte r. Mr.
(A Serial Story)
Sempl e never had a grand daugh ter. The or iginal of
that pictur e which you were looking at was his
CHAP TER VIII (Conti nued) .
daugh ter and his only child. She died unma rried
He threw the door wide open, and motio ned t 0 many
years ·ago. "
them to enter .
touche d Lottie on a tende r spot.
This
A. D. T. 33 had his ..doubts, but he stifled t hem.
canno t be! " she cried. "That is a pictur e
That
"
himed
'·Thi~ is a queer house, anyway, " he assur
my mother as she looked when she was a girl. I
self. '·I suppose it will be all right when we see of
know it anywh ere. You can tell Mr. Caleb
should
Mr. Semple."
e that I am the daugh ter of Charl otte Semp le,
S~ t~ey entere d, and the man with the wig ·closed Sempl
mar ried Thom as Brow n, of Kinde rhook , New
the ms1de dor, l?cked it, put the key in his pocket, who
·
"
and then, thr owmg open the parlor door motioned York.
hunch back. " I shall not tell him.
the
d
replie
"
No,
"
'
them into the r oom.
elf if you care to. He will
yours
tell him
Harry was glad of this, for here was a chanc e to You may But I want to tell you now that when
you.
see
show Lottie the pict ure.
Caleb Sempl e publis hed that adver tisem ent he was
the
said
.,
nt
mome
a
in
you
to
ne"I'll send someo
insane. Of course , I dislike to tell you that you
quite
man with the wig. "Mean while you make 'yours elves are a fakir and a fraud , miss, but I presu me you
at home her e."
know perfec tly well yours elf how the case
"It's Mr . Semple we want to see and no one else ,, stands
."
'
'
replied Harry .
"Look here! Don't you dare talk to the lady that
The man raade no ans\'ve r as he went away.
d Harry . "I- -"
·
· t ure, L ott ie,"
w hispered Harry . way, " flashe
"Th ere' s th e pie
"No, you won't ," broke in the hunch back. " You
··Say, but don't it look a whole lot like you?"
do anyth ing, so you have no call to say any"Why, it is certai nly my dear mother! " breath ed won't
If the young woma n insist s upon seeing Mr.
thing.
at
L?ttie . "I have ~ photo graph among my things up
Semple my orders are to permi t it. As for
Kmde rhook which looks j ust exactl y like it. You Caleb
stay here till she return s, or get out of the house
are r ight, Harry . This must indeed be my gr and- you, er you please. Now, then, miss, follow me."
-eith
father 's house. "
" Don't you go, Lottie ! " cried Harry , whose fears
" Well! "
was not right were now thorou ghly arous ed.
The wor d was spoken in a deep voice direct ly faat all are to see your grand father it ought to be
you
If
"
behind them.
here in the parlor , I say. "
It was terribly startl ing, for they had heard no right then a loud voice called down from above
Just
one enter the room.
'
Both Harry an d Lott ie went to the righ tabou t on stairs :
pson! Oh, Thom pson! Why do you delay?
Thom
"
per
of
man
a
the instan t, to find t hemselvesja cing
gir l insists that she is my grand daugh ter
haps thirty .rears, who stood not over fo ur feet hi o-h If the
up her e. I can soon find out. "
her
with an enormou ~ head set low down between a p~i;. bring
" I really must go, Harry , " said Lot tie, who seeme d
of the most ext raord inary should ers.
to have plucked up sudde n coura ge. " After comin g
The man was a horrib le h unchb ack.
it won't do for me to go away witho ut seeing
It seemed to Harry that he had never looked /here
my grand father.
.
upon so villainous a face.
·He won't hurt you/' said the hunch back. .. He
I
man
But aside from these personal blemis hes the
makes a great deal of noise, but he r eally is not
bore the appea rance of a gentleman.
Come."
He was expensively dresse d and wore diamonds. violen t.
He walked out of the room, and Lottie followed
His voice seeme d to r ise out of his shoes, so deep
in spite of a second pr otest on Harry 's
him
·
and gruff was it.
.. Well'?"' he r epeated, as he stood lookin g up at the part.
She starte d up the grand stairc ase after the
messe nger boy and the girl.
" We wanted to see Mr . Semple, " said A. D. T. 33. hunchback.
And then, in a f ew seconds, came the startli ng
'·I am Mr. Semple."
cry:
"You? "
'' Harry ! Help! Oh, Harry ! Help! ''
'·Yes. Are you deaf? "
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"Mose!" shouted the dwarf. "Mose! Hurry with
the dogs!"
And he turned and shook his fist in Harry's face
A Knockout For A. D. T. 33.
as he added:
"Bull terriers, boy! They will make mincemea t
It need only one call to send A. D. T. 33 out of · of you, and don't you forget it. Will you
go away
the parlor and up those stairs, and he got two.
and leave the girl behind yon if I open the door? It
"Ring off on that!" he shouted. "Hands off that . is your only chance to escape!"
girl!"
"Oh, don't desert me, Harry!" wailed Lottie.
· But Lottie was doing some fighting on her own
"Desert you nothing!" replied Harry.
account.
"You let us out of here!" he shouted. "Let us
When she r eached the top of the stairs there was out quick!"
no one visible but the hunchbac k.
"No, no! Don't let either one of them go!"
Instantly a door flew open, and the man with the the man with the wig, who was now running cried
downwig appeared .
stairs.
He darted out like a spider from its web, and
Boo-woo-woo! Bow-wow-wow!
seizing Lottie roughly, tried to pull her into the
Two dogs were tear d barking in different keys.
room.
They were on the stairs with Mose, and in a second
Lottie tore her hands free and struck him in the Harry caught sight of the ugliest
pair of bull terface.
riers he had ever laid eyes on, held in by the man.
It was then that she called for help.
"These for yours, messenge r boy, if you
As Harry came dashing up the stairs she was back away and leave that girl to us," crieddon'.t
the
strugglin g with both the man with the wig and the hunchback, who took precious good care
to keep
hunchbac k.
out of the reach of Harry's fist.
We know already how handy with his fists Harry
There was a full suit of ancient armor standing in
could be.
the hall. ·
The hunchbac k found it out then.
It was so mounted as to represent a knight
Harry dealt him a blow which sent him reeling armor, with his visor down. In the mailed hand in
was
backward . He lost his balance and fell.
a battle-axe.
Instantly A. D. T. 33 got a grip on Lotti.e's hand
Harry made a jump, seized this axe, and got it
and pulled her away from the man with the wig.
free, which he hardly expected.
"Beat it!" he cried, and downstai rs they went
"You keep cool, Lottie," he cried, placing himself
hand in hand on the run.
in front of her. "If they dare let those bulls loose
A bell sounded sharply twice somewhe re in the there'll be dead dogs in this hall, that's one
sure
lower regions of the house.
thing!"
"Mose! Mose!" yelled the hunchbac k. "Bring
'em come, Mose, but hold 'em in leash!"
up Jhe dogs! Hold 'em in leash till I give the word! the"Let
hunchbac k as Harry began flourishing his cried
batThose two must not escape!"
· H~rry and Lottie had gained the front door by tle-axe.
this time.
And the dogs came on.
They caught sight of Mose at the head of the ·The man with the wig seemed to be afraid
of
basement stairs.
them.
~ -t
"Oh! " screamed Lottie. " There is one of the
He jumped back, and one of the bulls snapped at
dreadful men who captured me!...
his leg.
"All right, boss!'' shouted Mose, and he vanished
"Here, you! Take 'em off! Take 'em off!" he
down the basement stairs.
roared.
The front door had been locked by the man with
The rascal backed against the knight in armor
the wig, be it remembe red, and the key went into with considerable violence.
his pocket.
Over toppled the whole heavy iron mass right on
For the moment Harry had forgotten that, but top of the man with the wig, who fell sprawling
he quickly found it out now, to his disgust.
and yelling: "Take 'em off!...
" We are locked in, " he gasped. " My gracious!, We
Harry struck at the other dog.
are up against it for fair . What are we going to do?"
He hit it, too.
" Oh, Harry, get me out of this dreadful house,"
The mix-up was tremendo us.
mosned Lottie. " If I had only listened to you!"
The dog, with one fearful yelp, fell dead.
"By thunder, I'll get you out if I can, Lottie!
At the same instant the man with the wig,. as he
But with this door locked and the key gone, and lay, reached out his hand and clutching Harry's
leg,
dogs in the basement , I-Open this door! Let us pulled him down on the floor.
out of here! Be quick about it, too.! "
Poor Lottie screamed and fainted.
He was now addressin g the hunchbac k, who came
waddling down the stairs.
(To be continued.)
CHAPTE R IX.
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A FEW GOOD ITEMS
GIRL S GOT $1,700 IN SUIT CASE .
Batter ed and dilapi dated, a suit case was kicked
aroun d Rocke feller Park, Cleveland, 0., all day. It
was in every one's way, and every one who came
along gave it a kick.
Then Berni ce Drere r and Virgin ia Ditoe came
along. Woma n's curios ity led them to open it.
There was some clothi ng and $1,500 in Liber ty
Bonds and $200 in cash.
Rev. L. D. Wood ruff claime d it at Police Headquarte rs, havin g Jost it from his autom obile.

on the bar drape d with crepe bearin g the inscri ption, "Look and weep. "

A GOOD FOOD FISH
A fish abund ant just now, indeed all throu gh the
winte r, but much less esteem ed than it deserv es to
be is the silver hake, or whitin g, also locally "frost
fi~h." That its Europ ean cogen er is not despis ed
is attest ed by the fact that about seven ty millio n
pound s were landed in Engla nd and Wales durin g
1913.
About two years ago the Unite d States Burea u
BULL ETPR OOF PILLB OX FOR GUAR D IN
of Fishe ries issued a circul ar about this fish, in
BANK :
part as follow s:
A new protec tion again st bank burgl ars and auto
"Now that the world is threat ened with a shortbandi ts, resem bling a "pill box" on the Hinde nburg
age of anima l food, and is not only threat ened but
line, was install ed in the Pacifi c Bank, 9th Stree t and actual
ly confro nted with excess iv ly high prices ,
Seven th Avenu e, New York, the other day.
it is little short of disgra ceful to permi t this waste
A watch man, armed with a riot gun, took his post
of large quant ities of an excell ent foodst uff. It is
inside a bullet proof, cylind rical shape d, steel plated
true that the whitin g is being canned and frozen
cage elevat ed above the desks on the south wall,
in a few localit ies, but the capac ity of canne ries and
where a full view of the whole main floor can be had.
cold storag e plants is limite d and in deman d for
Three openin gs in the shape of crosse s-one in the
other purpo ses, and the consu mptio n of the fresh
centre and one on each side-e nable the guard to
and pickle d fish is not sufficient to absor b the sursee all points of the room from floor to ceiling.
plus. When fresh the whitin g is a partic ularly
good, sweet fish, bG.t unfor tunn.te ly its flesh is rathe r
soft and i~ canno t be shipp ed to distan t points in
DOG BARR ED FROM CEME TERY .
good condit ion."
The whitin g can be caugh t with hook and lineWhen a Beloit, Kan., reside nt learne d that Dr. D.
S. O'Brie n had buried his dog, Jack, in Elmw ood better , howev er, by night than by day-f rom any
Ceme tery, petitio ns of protes t poure d in to the Coun- of the piers in the lower bay or along the ocean
cil. The dog's body was remov ed from the ceme- beach es. Cut fish, especi ally herrin g, makes attery and reinte rred in the doctor 's backy ard after tracti ve bait. It can also be speare d. But the fishsix attorn eys, a specia l refere e and a Distri ct Court erman indiff erent to sport may get it otherw ise. A
Judge had looked up the law on the subjec t. Jack pair of rubbe r boots, a lanter n and a crab net, condied a year ago and his place was hard to fill, be- stitute an adequ ate equip ment. Go into the surf
cause he had a specia l chair and ate at the table as after dark, throw the rays of the lanter n on the
if human . He was buried in a special coffin with a incom ing break ers, and the silver y glint of the fish
silver namep late and went to his first restin g place will show where to use the crabn et. Partic ularly
under a pile of flowers. His forme r owner about a active indivi duals may kick the fish up on the beach
month ago disint erred the. dog and buried it in Elm- and thus dispen se with the net.
wood Ceme tery.
In extrem ely cold weath er the fish become numb
and are washe d up on the beach and may be picked
up by the hundr eds. It may be salted or pickle d.
DIST ILLER Y TO BE HOSI ERY MILL .
and thus.k ept indefi nitely . Prese rved in either way
With the annou nceme nt that the Highs pire dis- it makes an excell ent article
of food. It may be
tillery at Highs pire, Pa., which sent its produ ce to cooked by frying , broilin g,
boilin g or steam ing, made
all parts of the world , will be conve rted into a hos- into a hash or a chowd er.
iery mill, the drys in this sectio n are shouti ng, "I
It occurs comm only from New York north ward.
told you so." The work of changing the distill ery It
is norma lly a reside nt of deep water offsho re as
into a knitti ng mill has alread y been begun , and by
far south as Berm uda, but comes to the coast in vast
Jan. 1 the plant is expec ted to be in worki ng order.
schools in search of food. It feeds voracio.usly on
When the disma ntling of the old famou s distill ery
other fish, especi ally herrin g. Adult s reach the
was annou nced in this city one of the leadin g barlength
of 18 inches , but the avera ge fish of the costal
rooms placed an empty Highs pire whisk y bottle
schools is 12 to 14 inches .
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
FISHES UP SACK OF LIQUOR.
H ugh Brady, municipal grappler, who has
"fished" scores of bodies from the waters of the Willamette River, Ore., had a surprise recently which
made him groan . Several days ago Bfady was notified that he likely would find a body in the river bed
if he searched for it. Brady searched, his grappling
irons firmly clutched something. Pu!Hng and tugging at his lines, lifting the weighty "body" from
sixty feet below, Brady puffed and wondered.
Here it comes-in sight-but-the bulky thing
was a gunnysack filled to the poopdeck with-bottled exhilaration. It doubtless had been "buried at
sea" by a mariner who expected some day to resurrect it. Then came a Government agent who carried the booze away, leaving Grappler Brady to hold
the sack.
• HEN STILL ALIVE.
Buried under hay for 121 days and still alive is
the record of a big Wyandotte hen near Fontanelle,
Iowa.
On July 21, Ed. Rice filled his barn with hay and
the next day missed a certain hen which was considered the best of the flock. A search was made,
but the hen could not be found. On stepping into a
manger that had been filled with hay, Mr. Rice
heard a faint squawk, and upon investigation found
the hen which had been missing since July.
Her only i·aiment was a few feathers on her neck,
and she was so thin and weak that she could not
walk. During her 121 days of imprisonment her
only food consisted of timothy and clover heads
which she .could reach, and these she had stripped
clean. Although having a little food, she was entirely without water.
•
Mrs. Wyandotte is now getting food and water
regularly ::ind gives evidence of regaining her size
and strength and growing another coat of feathers.
NEW COAL DEPOSITS
Several new coal deposits have been discovered
in Southern Chili, according to reports published in
Las Ultimas Noticias recently. The first of these
fields is declared to be near a Union, where the quality of the coal is said to be excellent. Reports indicate that 400,000,000 tons can be mined and machinery is being installed for the purpose. In order to
facilitate the handling of the product a special railway is being constructed to Rapallo station.
Another deposit, in which the greater part of
the field is on the beach, has been found in the Department of Castro, where an analysis shows that
there is a residue of 9 to 10 per cent. of ash from
the coal. The coal from this region, on the northern
part of Castro Bay; is declared to be quite d~fferent

Ifrom that found in other sections of the Stat e and

is unlike cannel coal.
The paper adds that the mines in the Island of
Lenny are being exploited with excellent resul~s,
and that in a short time extensive operations will
be undertaken.
According to EI Mercario, coal has been found
at a place called Mailer, six miles from the Cent ra l
Railway Station of Vladivia, and operations have
been started there. Little has been accompli~hed,
h•)wever, on account of the poor roads and bad tn~ns
portation.

NEW THINGS.
A school to teach the arts, sciences and agriculture is planned for Iquitos by the Peruvian Government.

* * *

Attachments have been patented that permit th e
use of anti-skid chains on automobiles using disc
wheels.

* * *

France is making extensive use of portable power
plants up to 50 horsepower that use crude oil for
fuel.

* * *

In a new electrically operated ironing machine
a flat iron is mechanically moved over a board, but
its course ii directed by a hand lever.
-

*
Holland has begun* to* produce
salt from wells
drilled experimentally in t wo provinces and may be
able to obtain enoug·h for all of its needs.

* invented in J apan ,
When water boils in* a *kettle
the bubbles hit metalJic bars and produce musical
sounds.

* * *

A short distance range finder invented in Sweden
is as useful to surveyors as military men.

* * *

Paints that are said to be both fire and water
proof are made f'rom the oil of a Manchurian bean.

* * *

Holders to make tiny electric lamps used on
Christmas trees resemble candles have been invented.

* * *

An electric pen has been invented by a native of
India that carbonizes paper over which it passes.

* * .*

Sheep are used as beasts of burden in norther n
India and carry twenty pound loads.

* * *

Bristles are set in the end of a new coat hange:r
so it can be used as a brush.
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Surprised and alarmed, they at once had the door
broken in, when a ghastiy spectacle met their eyes.
Upon the floor, robed only in her night-dress and
welte:ring in a pool of blood, lay the heiress, dead;
By Kit Clyde.
while upon the bed in the adjoining room was found
the old woman, stabbed to the heart.
The police authorities were at once communicated
One morning, Mr. John Franklin, a wealthy citizen of Baltimore, received a letter informing him with, and immediately took possession of the apartthat his brother was dead and had bequeathed his ments.
Detectives were instantly set upon ihc case, and
fortune and his only daughter to his guardianship.
the course of a few hours the result of their inin
thundera
like
Franklin
Mr.
to
came
news
The
vestigations pointed but to one conclusion.
bolt.
It was he1· uncle who was the assassin.
His brother he had not even heard of, much less
The case against him was so clear that there could
seen, for nearly twenty-five years before, when he
hardly exist a doubt of his guilt.
had emigrated to South America.
In the first place there was the clause in the will
As, however, he had left behind him a fortune of
nearly a million dollars, his brother at once wrote which named him as the heir in case of his niece ,
a reply to the administrators of the will accepting dying before the age of twenty-one.
From the evidence of one of the servants, it was
the trust reposed in hin~, and inviting his niece to
that two or three days previously the murproved
take up her abode at his house.
dered girl and he had a violent quarrel.
A few weeks later the young lady arrived.
She had accused him of appropriating some of
She was a tall, handsome girl of probably between
the money given into his hands in trust to his own
seventeen and eighteen, but looking older. .
She was attended by an old woman, a native of j uses and threatened that if he did not make the
the place where she had been born, and who had amo~nt abstracted good before three days she would
expose him.
been her nurse ~ince infancy.
The three days had expired on the very morning
Nearly six months passed away.
The young lady had a very reserved manner about on which she had been found murdered.
An investigatirn of his accounts showed that he
her, and made friends with no one.
She was icily polite, but no more, and even her had abstracted more than a thousand dollars of the
·
guardian appeared to stand somewhat>in awe of her girl's legacy.
Taken altogether, this was proof enough of a
imperious temper.
One condition of the will that must not be for- possible motive, but a more direct proof of his acgotten was, that in the event of the testators daugh- tually having done the deed was coming.
Entangled in the embroidery of the murdeted
ter dying or marrying before the age of twentygirl's nightrobe was found the missing stud, 1 ••
one, all the property was to revert to his brother.
The personal habits of Mr. Franklin were very Of this circumstance he could not give the slightest explanation.
luxurious.
He seemed literally stricken dumb with terror, r
Although marr ied several years, he had no childHis arrest followed, as a matter of course, and
ren, and occupied a suite of rooms upon the same
he was lodged in jail to await his trial.
floor as his niece.
The verdict of the public was, without exception,
The apartments of his wife were on the floor beagainst him.
low.
Only one person believed in his innocence, and
One morning after his niece had been an inmate
of his house for nearly a year, when his valet came that was his wife.
Although their married life had been far from a
to· assist him to dress, a valuable diamond stud he
had worn on the previous evening could not be happy one, she could not forget the days when he
found, and apparently much annoyed and agitated at had loved her, and almost frantic with grief, she
his loss, Mr. Franklin had at last to go down to sought the aid of a famou~ private detective.
In this, as in all other mysterious cases, the only
the breakfast-room without it.
Arrived there he found his wife already await- way of proceeding was to evolve a theory and then
ing him, but his niece had not yet made her ap- set to work to prove whether or not it was correct.
In this theory the fundamental basis clearly had
pearance.
The circumstance was singular, as the young lady to be that the accused was innocent.
Who, then, was guilty?
was in the habit of rising early.
The answer to this question could only be gained
Inquiry also elicited the fact that neither had her
attendant been seen, and with a vague unformed by a knowledge of the murdered girl's history.
It was possible that the murder might have been
fear in their minds, Mr. Franklin and his wife procaused by jealousy, revenge, a hundred motives
ceeded to their niece's apartments.
They found the door locked and the loudest knock- other than that of cupidity, which the government
I detectives had taken as the true one.
ing could elicit no response.
THE CUBAN'S REVENGE
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By this time the bodies of the murdered heiress
Already the knife was descending, but. with a
and her attendant had been laid out for interment, rapid movement the detective stepped aside, strikand the police authorities had given up their pos- ing the prisoner as he did so a blow with the butt
session of the apartments.
of his revolver upon the temple that felled him to
The request of the detective, therefore, that he the ground . .
might be allowed to examine the trunks and propThe next instant the handcuffs were locked upon
erty of the dead girl was granted, and he at once his wrists, and as soon as he recovered consciousbegan his search.
ness he was placed in a hack and safely lodged i11
For a long time his search was fruitless, aI\d he jail.
was almost beginning to despair, when in a secret
For a long time he maintained an obstinate sidrawer of a portable desk, he found what might de- lence, but at last he confessed that he was the husvelop into a clew.
band of the murdered girl.
It was a portrait of a young man of about twentyHe had married her secretly, and upon her father's
seven or eight, a man with a dark, swarthy face and death she had sought to deny the fact
that she was
a somewhat evil expression of countenance.
his wife.
Encouraged by the circumstance, he redoubled Almost frantic with jealous rage he
had followed
his exertions, and was once more rewarded Ly find- her to America, and when she still refused
to acking, in an interstice between the drawers, where it nowledge him as her husband, had committed
the
had evidently been overlooked, a fragment of a let- murderous deed.
ter.
The diamond stud he had found lying upon th~
It was but a few inches square, yet it bore the floor, and thinking it might belong to some one in
signature:
the house, had picked it up and placed it in the lace
"Your husband, Gonsalvo Fernandez."
of her night-robe in order to still further divert
With these in his hands, the detective jumped to suspicion.
a conclusion at once.
His precautions had been useless, however, and
The girl had secretly been married to the writer two months later he suffered death upon the scafof the letter, and now wished to ignore the cere- fold.
•
mony.
Mr. Franklin was at once released from his unThe husband, with his passionate so.uthern blood just captivity, and his wife and he, drawn closer
set on fire by the wrong, had resorted to threats, together by the terrible calamity that for a time
and at bst to murder, for revenge.
overshadowed them, have ever since lived in rejuRetaining the portrait, his next move was to find venated love and happiness.
out if the original was in the city.
• •• ••
If he were, the case became clear at once; if he
were not, it was an additional mystery.
DOG SAVES 92 LIVES ON STRANDED VESSEL.
L Inquiring at all the offices of the South American
The ninety-two passengers and crew of the coassteamships, he at last learned that a man answering tal steamer "Ethie" were brought ashore on a life
t~ the description had landed about a week previo:U.s- line, which w~s run out from the ship by a Newly, and much encouraged by this confirmation of his foundland dog after the vessel foundered upon
suspicions, he redoubled his exertions to trace him Martin's Point, N. F.
to his present place of concealment.
Boats could not make the hazardous passage from
At last, after many disappointments, he learned the stranded steamer. An effort to shoot the line
that at the Hotel Espanol, a Cuban named Jose ashore failed when the line became caught. Men
Manuella, had been staying for the last two weeks. did not dare attempt to swim through the turbulent
His description tallied exactly with that of the' .waters, and so the dog was put overboard.
man he was after, and he lost no time in proceeding
Directed by officers of the steamer, the animal
to the hotel.
succeeded in releasing the rope, and, gripping it in
As he entered, the supposed Cuban was at the his teeth, fought his way through the breakers to
clerk's desk, and a moment's glance was sufficient the shore.
to show him he was the original of the portrait.
With block and tackle the Ethie's crew, aided by
Crossing the room with rapid footsteps, he laid fishermen on the shore, rigged a life saving device,
his hand on his shoulder.
using a boatswain's chair for a carriage. One by one
"You are my prisoner, Gonsalvo Fernandez," he in this chair ninety-one of the ninety-two persons
said, "I arrest you for the murder of your wife aboard were hauled to safety. A baby, eighteen
and her servant."
months old, was pulled ashore in a mail bag.
For a moment the Cuban stood utterly overcome
The Ethie, which ran between here and Labrador
by surprise, but the next a long, keen knife had ports, went ashore recently during a gale while
flashed from his breast, and was poised above the bound south. The wreck was not reported here undetective's head.
til the shipwrecked passengers and crew arriveJ
"Trapped!" he cried. " But I never ~ill be taken from Bonne Bay, all wires having gone down i11 ~he
alive."
·
storm.
II
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ble of producing more than 12,000,000,000 tons of
file!. The exhibit shows how, apart from its use as
fuel, peat may be spun into yarn, made into paper,
NEW YORK, JANUARY 16, 1920.
used for packing, etc. It is valuable as a preserva· - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- • tive, as it contains large amounts of humic acid.
Ground up peat may also be used as a filler for
TERMS TO SUBSCRIBERS
fertilizer, making possible the use of slaughterhous e
waste for this purpose; also as a filler for stock
Single Copies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . • • • . . . . . . . • • • . . . .
7 Cents
feed, such as molasses. Its manufactured products
On e Copy Three ;"IIonths......... ..................
90 Cents
include insulations, soundproof boards, paving
On e Copy Six lllonths.......... .................... $1.75
One Co1>Y One Year............ ... ......... .. ......
3.50
stones; and alcohol.
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Canada, $4.00;

l~ oreign,

$4.50.

POSTAGE

FREE

HOW TO SEND l\lONEY- At our risk Rend P. 0. l\!oney
Order. Check or Hegbtercd L e tter; remittances in any other
wa)· are at your risk. We accept Post age Sfnm)'s the same a~
cash. 'Vh en ,sending sHver wrnp th e Coin in a separate piece
or paper to avoid cutting the e nvelope. 'Vrite your name and
atltlress plainly. Ad<lres s letters to
N. na,0ting• \Voltr, Pres.
.. E~ Byrne. 'l'rcas.
Charles E. Nylander, Sec.

GRINS

.. ..... ·--AND

CHUCKLES

"Better consider my c9urse in efficiency training.
I can show you how to earn more money than you
are getting." "I do that now ....

~FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher
168 West 23d St., N. Y.

She-I heard a noise very late when you came in.
He (facetiously) -Was it the night falling? She
GOOD CURRENT NEWS ARTICLES. (sternly)-No , it was the day breaking.
A letter written by Bub Walmsley, who lives a
Visitor-You r new house is very pretty, but yoll
few miles from Chestertown, Md., to George R. Rolwill
have trouble to do anything with the garden, it
linson, reached Rollinson this week, after having
is
so
small. Country Host-Yes, it is small; but
been "on the way" for fourteen years. The letter
then,
I
shall put in folding beds.
had been giving to,.,a relative to mail. He put it in
his coat pocket and forgot it. The relative died and
"
,
.
. .
the coat was sold to some one who found the letter
You haven t charged me as much for repainng
in the vocket and forwarded it to the address just these shoes as I expected,' said the new customer.
fourteen years after it should have been received. "Don't know about that, ma'am-I charge according to the size of the shoe," replied the cunning
cobbler.
Police one afternoon recently recovered $4,334
lost a week ago by Mrs. George Dzurniak, of Sharps"Are you of the opinion, Jam es,'' asked a slim
ville Street, Sharon, Pa. It was reported that a tenyear-old girl had picked up a package near the place looking man of his companion, "that Doctor Smith's
where Mrs. Dzurniak had been standing when she medicine does any good?> "Not ti"nless you follow
lost the money. The police questioned a girl, who the directions." "What are the directions?" "Keep
admitted ha~ing picked up the money. It was found the bottle tightly corked."
in a coal house hidden in a box of apples. The child
said that her parents did not know that she had it.
"Now, if I were only an ostrich," began the man
The money was restored to the owner.
at the breakfast table, as he picked up one of his
wife's biscuits, "then-" "Yes," interrupted the
The development of motor truck transportation patient better half, '•then I might get a few feathis shown in the recent delivery at Milwaukee of an ers for that old hat I've worn for three winters."
all-sh»"') building, 90 by 80 feet. This was made by a
Youngstown, Ohio, plant on order of a large autoMr. Binks (whose ·invalid wife insists on boardmctile manufarturer and as it was urgently needed, ing)-Look here, now. The Medical Record says
motor. trucks were used to expedite delivery. The nothing will improve a woman's health like sweepbuilding, in parts, was transported on two large ing, baking, bed-making, dish-washing, and polishtrucks in three days, much faster than would have ing the silver. Mrs. Binks-Huh! You know ve:·~:
been possible by freight; besides, two handlings of well you never got me any silver to polish. No wonthe material were saved as it was possible to load der I'm sick.
the material on the trucks at the plant and unload 1
it at the building site.
I E<mp1oyer-I caught you commg
·
ou t of a sa1oon
to-day. Clerk-Yes, sir. Employer-D idn't I tell
The Commercial Museum of Philadelphia has been you I'd discharge you if I ever saw you coming out
holding a large exhibition to illustrate the possibili- of a saloon again? Clerk-No, sir. You said you'd
ties in the utilization of peat. There are about 11,188 discharge me if you ever saw me going in. Surely
square miles of peat bog in the United States, capa-1 you can't blame me for coming out.
1
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ITE MS OF GENERAL INTEREST
LIVED ON 60 CENTS
hills. Miss McGlochl in was ahead of the others
The price that it takes to buy a dozen eggs at pres- when she topped a ridge and came face to
face with
ent served to feed an entire family during one win- two large, full grown mountain lions and
t v1·0 kitt er in Kansas. The story of how he brought his tens about twenty or thirty yards from
h er . . She
fami ly through a severe \Vinter in the early sixties dropped upon a rock and tried to scream,
but was
on 60 cents is told by W . B. Houtz, a Gary County unable to utter a sound. One of the kittens,
it is
pioneer.
said, took a step or two towar d her, and she st arted
Mr. Houtz found his capital reduced to 60 'cents. to run down the hill, but stumbled over a
rock and
A long family council was held to determine in what collapsed ..
manner this sum was to be disposed of in order to
Her companio ns started toward t own with her
sustain the pioneers until springtim e. Finally it but were unable to take her all· th~ way.
One r ewas decided that Mr. Houtz should spend the entire mained with her while the other two went
t o t own
sum for powder and shot, buying considera bly more and notified Mr. McGlochin, who took the
girl home.
powder than shot. Prairie chickens we1·e plentiful
The old lions apparentl y made no effort t o attack
in those days and other game was far from scarce.
the girl, but went over the hill, followed by the kitMr. Houtz kept his family alive that winter on tens.
h is 60 cent investmen t. When the shot ran low hel Tracks of four mountain lions are
r epor ted to
substitute d gravel and many a chicken fell before it. h ave been seen on the Sulph ur-P arshall
di vi de and
. elsewhere close to Hot Sulphur Springs.
P LANS CUT I N LETTER POSTAG E T O A
Miss McGlochlin, was able to talk the i1ext day,
CENT.
but is still confined to her bed.
Postmast er-Genera l Burleston has approved
pending bills to reduce the rate of local first class
letter postage to one cent an ounce. A letter for
VICTORY MEDAL DESIGN APPROV ED
delivery within the postal limits of the office in
The medal of the World War, the desi gn for which
which it is mailed would take a one-cent stamp inwas entrusted to the U. S. -Commission of Fine Ar ts
stead of a two-cent stamp.
Mr. Bul'leston has advised members of Congress by the Secretary of War in March, 1919, with supthat the present two-cent charge on that class of plemental suggestio ns for the design submitted by
mail exceeds the cost of handling, and that he rec- him on June 25, has been completed by J ames E.
ommmend s the reduction because he believes the Fraser, sculptor, and his design approved by the
commission. The obverse of the medal s{lows a
postal service should not be conducted for profit.
The reduction of la ·t July whereby letters went winged figure typifying Victory. The :yeverse bears
back to the normal rate of two cents and postal the inscriptio n "The Great War for Civilizati on,"
cards to one cent, the Postmast er-Genera l says, re- with the names of the various Allied and Associate d
sulted in a large inerease in that class of mail, and nations, France, Italy, Serbia, Japan, Monteneg ro,
he believes one-cent local letter delivery would not Russia, Greece, Great Britain, Belgium, Brazii, Por~
reduce the total postal rev nue more than $14,000,- tugal, Rumania, China. These are grouped about
a shield of the United States on which is superim000 a year.
posed a lictor's fasces. The work will be car r ied
through to the completio n of the master die by the
GIRL FRIGHT ENED INTO LOSS OF VOICE. commissio n and the medals will be struck
off at
F lorence McGloehlin, fourteen years old daug·hter the U. S. Mint in Philadelp hia.
It was expected
of Mr. and Mrs. A. J. McGlochlin, lost her voice that distributi on of the medals will begin
soon aft er
through fright when she and three companio ns met Jan . 1, 1920. According to press report
on Dec. 11,
four mountain lions on Potato Hill, two miles east however, inadverte nt omission of Cuba from
the list
of Hot Sulphur Springs, Colo.
of countries whose names appear on the Victory
She was taken home and put under the care of a Medal as having aided in the success of
the Allied
doctor.
arms has been called t o t he attention of the War
T he lions did not attempt to attack the young peo- Departme nt, and Major Gen. Frank Mcintyr
e, atple, but disappear ed in the timber. Al McGlochlin tached to the office of th e Chief of Staff,
has been
organized a hunting party the next morning and, ordered to make an immediat e investlgat
ion of the
with five of his best dogs, took up the trail of t he I' matter. It has bee1i int imat ed t hat st
eps will be
lions, but d id not find them.
taken to correct the error, even though this will ne. Miss McG!ochin, Miss Espey Gilmour, Frank l cessitate a remodelin g of the medal and
the making
Frogge and Frank l\IcQueary , Jr., were climbing the, of another die.
·
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GOOD READING
BEAR MEAT'S WORTH.
Even bear meat is sky high these days. A few
years ago, Br uin was so common in Ladysmith, Wis.,
that a big chunk could be had almost for the asking.
Two big bears were killed near here a short time
ago and the carcasses were brought to a local butcher. He got 35 cents a pound for the choice cuts.
Sheep owners have suffered considerable losses from
bear raids this fa ll.
HAWK DOES STUNTS IN AIR IN IMITATION
OF HUMAN FL¥ERS.
Are birds jealous of airplanes? Here is an instance which happened at Chautauqua, N. Y. the
other day:
The human flyer had circled over the town nearly
15 minutes when suddenly a pair of hawks appeared
at a great height close to the aviator and apparently, according to their position, intently watched the
latter's evolutions then imitated him.
A FRESHMAN AT 70.
Luke Dillon of Philadelphia, Pa., seventy years
old, will ent er the University of Pennsylvtnia next
year as a Jreshman. He recently earned a scholarship offerea by the Irish Press, published here in the
interests of the Irish r epublic.
Dillon is the Irish patriot who served fourteen
years in a Canadian prison for dynamiting the W elland Canal in 1900. He was sentenced to life imprisomnent, but was paroled and returned ·to his
home here in 1914.

"MYSTERY
PUBLISHED SEMI-MONTHLY. 10 CENTS A COPY
Handsome Colored Covers-32 Pages of Reading-Great
Authors-Famous Artists-Fine Presswork
It contains exciting and mysterious detective sto.ries. s ketches,
n ovelettes. serials and a large amount of other interesting matter.
Ord er a copy from tbis list.
No.

AR~:-C~t

-

{f:

LATEST I SSUES N o.

\~~~e:~ Lieut.
TBN DO CTOHs. ..,
-~llan Arno ld Fox .
39 THE ST ..UN ON PAGJ!; 61,
by Charles T. Jordan.
40 THF: MASKF:D :.IY ~TF.R Y.
»:i- Police Serr;eaut Kell.J.
H THE BLACK SOliL, by
B eulah Poynter.

46 THE DECOY:. by William
Hamilton Os horne.
47 THE HOliSR WlTR 30
STEPS, by R a.lph D. P orter.
48 \\'HBN
THlil
CL 0 CK
STRUCK 13, hy Dr. H arry

42

49

37

38 'l' HE

sii;;,~Jt~;ni~bo~~e.

William
43 THE J\IYSTERY OF THE
SEVEN
SHADOWS.
by
Charles F . Ours ler.
44 TH E SIGN OF THE DRA GON. by C. Mart in Eddy ,
Jr.

45 "T H E MAGIC OF DETEC'IF' lra"1E1k ~~lotfie!Fd.ANG," by

AEn~~~CE

OF BLOTT ING
PAPER, by Dorothy W eber .
50 THE $200 ,000 MYS'£ERY, by
Ethel Rosem..nn.
51 "TH};] CASE OF DOCT OR
BRfCE," by Mary R. P .
Hatch.

The Famous Detective Story Out To-day in No. 52 is
"THE PHANTOM MOTOR," by Laura Reid Montgomery
FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 168 \V, 23d St., K'ew York City.

WATER FOR LIQUOR
Hundreds of citizens in Burlington, Vt., are in a
quandary not knowing whether to laugh or get mad.
They have on their hands cases of bottles marked
bonded Canadian Club whiskey and upon t esting
the contents of the bottles have found nothing more
exhilarating than plain H20.
Water at $8 a quart is a luxUTy, but that is what
the persons who bought whiskey from bootleggers
have paid. It was found after investigation that
by means of some instrument the bottom of the .
bottle WfiS removed, the whiskey poured out and
water substituted. The glass was then refixed and
the contents sold to the owners as bonded Canadian
Club whiskey. There is but one consolation. Cider
is still selling at 35 cents a ga11on.

How to Write Them
60 LESSONS
Price 35c Per Copy
This handsome publication contains 64 pages ·of
readin g mat ter . It was written by one of the -mQst
expert scenario writers in the world. Every known .,
angle of scenario writing- is explained . It teaChes. everything necessary to wri te salable scenarios.
For Sale by All News-dea lers and Booksel:I~
If you cannot ' procure a copy, send us the price, 3i
cents, in money or postage stamps, and we will , m,a,il
you one, postage free. Address :
· ~~ -,.;IBT
I.;, SENARENS, 219 Seventh Av., New York/N:.,'f,?,:

"Movine Pict11restories''
A Weekly Magazine Devoted to Photoplays and Players
PRICE

SEVEN

CENTS

PER

COPY

THE BEST FILM MAGAZINE ON EARTH
32 Pages of Reading. Magnificent Colored Cover Portrait•
of Prominent Performers. Out Every Friday
Each number contains Flrn Stories of the Best Films on the
Screens-Elega nt Half-tone Scen es from the Plass-Intere$tin g
Articles About Prominent "P eopl e in the ]'ilms-Doings of
Actors and Actresses in the Studios and While Picture-makingLessons in Scenario 'Vriting.
THIS

LITTL E lllAGAZINE GIVES YOU MORE FOR YOUR
MONEY THAN ANY OTHER SIMILAR PUBLICATION ON THE MARKET!

Its authors are the very best that mone y can procure· its
profuse illu stratio ns are exq uisite, and its s p ecial 11.rticles ar~ by
the greatest experts in their particul ar line.
Buy a copy Now from your newsd ealer, o r send us 7 cents Jn
money o r postage stamps, and we will mail yo u any number
yo u desire.

HARRY E. WOLFF, Pub., 166 W. 2311 St., New York Citj

HOW TO REDUCE
I
YOUR WEI GHT
I

A

Are you one'of the 98% who

didn't finish High School? If so you
are badly handica pped. Withou t this
training you are barred from a suc·
cessful busines s career, from the
leading professlons, fro.n well-paid
civil service jobs, from teachin g and
college entrance, in fact from all
worthw hile positions.

GET THIS
! iiAHIHIG

You don't want
to be handica pped
nor do you have to
be. Let the Amer·
ican Schoo l give
you the t raining you missed . Our

NO W Z

S D lPLE,

SA F E,

R EJ,IA B L E ·

WAY

P eople who a r e ove r b urden ed with fat
kn ow on ly t oo well th e discomf ort a nd id!·
c ule th nt o>e rstout peopl e ha ve t o b ear. rYet,
m ost fa t pPo ple m ay easi ly r edu ce their
weig ht by t h e n en· s y st<>m.
If ~·ou a re ca rr y in g arou nd un h eal t h
iit
yo u are nnu eC'essar ilv weaken i ng y ou yvittal
o rgnns and a re c a r r yin~ u hu rd en rwb
ich
destr oys the beauty of y our fi gu r e.
'l'he r c is 11 0 n eed of au rone s u fferi
f r om
su p prflu ou s fat. R educe ~·ou r weigng
ht in a
s imp le, sa fe a n d r e liab le way , n·i! h out starvation diH or tiresom e ex ercise. Spend s ome
tim e •d a i ly in the o pen a i r, brr ntb c d ee pl y
n ~d get f r om t h e d r uggi.< t a small
oi l of k o rcin ca ps ules ; t a ke on e afterlloxeacot
h
mea l nnd on e b efor e r etirin g at n ight.
fol low th e ot!Jcr si m pl e d irection s . Also
You
rn uy eat a ll y ou n eed if yo u c llew you r fo ocJ
t borou g hl,1•.
1
If yo u desi re a n interest i ng llook
"Ileduce W eight IJ nppily," write to K orlet,
ei n
p a n v, NA.-103. 8ta1lo n F, Ne w York, N . Com
Y.
' Veig h yo u rself ou ce a we~k so a s t o k now
jus t l1 ow fast y ou are losi n g weigh t nn cl
d on't leave off t he t r eatment or even s .kip
a
si ngle dose un til you a re d own t o n ormu l.
O il of k orein is n hsoln t el.v h arm less . is
plea sa nt t o t a k e, ancl h elps diges tion . E:ven
a few d a ys' trea tme nt bas Ileen r e ported t o
s h ow a n ot icea bl e r ed u ct ion i n w eig ht , foo t s te p s becom e lig hter, you r wo r k seem s ensle l'
a nd m or e b uo ya nt feeling takes p ossessio
n
of your whole b eing.
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-
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TOBACCO

High School Course covers every subject
taught in a resident school. It will broaden
your knowled ge, m ake you keen, a lert and
capable and fit you to earn a h igher
. sajary. You can complete the entire
, course in two years.

Just your name, and we will Hoel
you 2i of our A.rt Plciure.1 to d l1·

Test this Course at our expense.
I Take
ten full examina tions, then :; you don 't

I

f eel s atisfied you are not out one ceat.

T r aining alone will make you m aster of your
work, able to t hink a nd act for yourself

"a1\d compete nt enough to secure and h ola1

tbe position you w ant. Whether /ou lack
High School training or specialize instruc·
tlon NOW is the time to aet it.

•pon Le... me.rs, J:nlused '\"euu. :Eosoma h1&l
eo
lll>H• n u '"'rt<. Wr!Q rer book '"JI.,.. "' BAI
Ml
IK• 1 - &t Jloao.''. »-U..
1'Nr .....
.. c:. L l n'E. 1417 G1'9H Bay A- ue. lfllwauk
... Wl&

BBG DENARD IFOD
SKILL ED WODI CEAS
The demand was never greater for sk illed
workers in every trade and profession.
T he
pay was never hil{her- the opportun ities
never greater. Tram and get into the game
for all it is worth. We auarante e satilfaction. You do n ot risk one cent. Check and
mail Coupon NOW. We will promptly send
you full details and Free Bulletin.

BOOK: ON

DOG DISEASES
And How to Feed

AMERICAN SCHO OL

Of CODDIS POllDlll CI
Dept. H--031
Chicaao , lllinoio
Tell me how I can fit myself
for the position marked X:

• ...Hill'h School Graduate
Electrical En gin ef'r
:::: Telephone Enaiceer

::::~~~~r:!n

•.. -Buildina- Contrl?cto r
..... Structura l Ene-meer
Mechanica l Ena-ineer

:~=~~~~:~~:f::er

••.•Shop Superinte ndent
•....Lawyer
.. J ••Businesa Manage.r

:::~~~~i~l):d Public Accountant
•.... Stenograp her
•....B~okke eper
. ·
•....Fire Ins urance AdJuster

:::::i~~;;:b~~l1~;f~eer

Name ............................................................................. Add1·eaR. ............... ................ ..... ........ .................................-

.:Olltriu's

Malled free to an:v addre111 by
tile Author

Pioneer
H. CLAY CLOVER CO., Inc.,
Doc Melliciaes 118 West 31st Street, New York

BE
A MAN
E nervine str engtb

HAVE ENERG l AND
AMllTJON TO DO THINGS
en s ever y muscle and organ
i n the b od y, will giv·e y ou H eal th , Vim &
Vig or. One m onth' s t r eatment m a iled sealed
to r $2.00. Money back if n ot sa tisfied.
Write

~:e~~t;c~~~."k-1000 s.

Grove, Oak Park, 111.

BLANK CARTR IDGE

r:.oc

PISTO L ~.:o.i: Only tJ

Fo?' protection and sport. every m&n and
boy should han one. Order at once. Get
an Amer\e&n tlac FREE. Money reruoded

g'."1i'.!~'i1

Co., 1400 Bn>adway, New York

City

pose of on special oft'e r ai 26a
H eh. Send ua the f& you co\~
leci and w e w W ae od tbh n ew
lmprond E. D, L. Phonosrapb
a nd • &elect.ion of 6 recora. free.

E. D. UFE, Dept. 1T46 CIICACG

:~~FREE

C UT YOU R OWN HAIR
EASI ER THAN SHA VING

60 Days'Trial

I

Send onlJ 10 cents in cash or sta.mps and your waist
me&surement. Upon r eceipt we shall immediately send
you a Genuine Sanden Electric Belt. I u a few hours
it will reach you by parcel post. If you like 1t pay
the postman only $4. 75, and a Belt of $10 value will
be yours. Wear the Belt for 60 days , &nd. if sa.Usfled,
recommend it to your fr iends. It not satisfied, return
the Belt to us immediately a.nd we sh all return your
money a.s soon as the Belt reach es us. If you sutrer
from debility, backa che, rheuma!.ism, dyspepsia. or an y
trouble due to a run· down system. this is an opportunity you should not miss. The Sanden Herculex Belt
ls the best in the world, and the offer we make 19
absolutely genuine. U ncle Sam wlll s ee th at we c&rrJ
lt out and that you are pro tected .

Y ou d o n ot need ony ex perience or practice t e use th e D~LEX
AUTO MATIC H AIR CUTT E R. It come• to 7011 r e4d7 tor in1 tan t
use, a nd fi ve minu t es af ter you r eceiTe it 7ou can have you r hair
cut better tha n it w a3 eve r cut before .
1t
Tfle DUP LEX will cu t aa closeI7 or trim •• ltne- a 1 7 eu w iah e1
t o. No clippon or sci1100 are needed w i th th e DUPLEX; it l.nfah
hair
back
the
nd
a
lonr
hair
t
trea
the work comple t e l1 . It cuts the
&bort. '.frims a round the earJ, etc .
Iroi.i' ot n ..-ery abort time you w ill h ve to p a y $2.()() t or t h e
j)"iJl'LEX. Tiie p r ice toda1 I• $2.00, )>ut while our p reaen t atock last•
we will accept this adTertlaement t he sam e u $1.00 Ouh . Cut It
<Jut and aead it witll ONLY $1.QQ and w e w ill 1ead yo u the DUPLEX
.AUTOMATIC H AIJt CUTTElt r eady Jor lnatut uae, poatare paid, to

~d'd~·1?&"wAN~~~ TO~#i.u

J(FQ, co ..

The Herculex Co., 1416 B'way, New York, Dept.It

Dopt. x . Detroit, Klo)o..

MUSICAL -Continued

HAYE YOU S ON G P OEMS? 1 have best provo1lt1on..
Ray ffibbeler, DI04, 4040 lJickE'ns .dve., Chicago.

PERSONA L

W 1·ite to Riker & Ki11g, dvertisillg Offices, 118 E ast 28th Streei , New York City,
or 8 South W abash A ve11 ue, Chica;:o, for particulars abo ttt advertising i1l this magazine.
AIDS TO EFFi q ENCY
BE A N EXPERT PEN MAf;, Kew device guides your
ha.nd. Corrects your writing in one week. N o failures.
Complete outline F ree. Write, Perteet Penmanship Institute, 39, St. Louis.
WRITE T HE WORDS FO R A S OtlG . , We re1•lso poems,
write music and guarantee to secure publlcation. Rub·
rnl t poems on any subject. Broadway Studios, 165C.
Fit zger ald Buildi ng, New York .

FOR SALE

TS

AGEN
RErA NAf.JT S. L arg-est packages yet offered. SQ.uare
AGE NTS, m ake big profit selllng our extracts. per- S~LI<
or st1mped satin free with every packa&:e. 12 cts.
fmucs. cold creams, face powders, spices . medicines, Mfgrs.
Aa:ency. P orUa nd. Me.
etc. ; beautiful hi ~h-grade llne; exclusive territory ;
Lacasslan Co. , Dept. 239, St.
sample soap f ree.
HEJ.P WANTED
J.ouis. Mo.
LADI ES WA NTEQ , a µf, MEN. too, t o address envel1
8
8
~!f'tord!~: ;ootg;:~ m~i~eso:Je~ ~;~s.aq~·~!~:i~~ ~~~~!! 'Um~~mec!rir
A ~~i~J. bi:1;~~~t~~s $'t~Y~,·ee ~~P ~n ~~~
Egyptian Queen Dye Soap a

amazed; buy regularly;
wonder; dyes sil k, cotton, wool one rn inut!!I; absolu tely
clitTercnt ; beau tifu l colors. light or dark ; no bollln~;
w11l not stain hands; perfect results; no experience nec(!ssary ; all or spare tl.fne; wrtte to-day; wonderfu l otrer;
other valu able product~. .Address Peerless Prod ucts Co.,
Dovt. 505. 618 W. J ackson iioulevard. Ch!ca110, Ill.
HA MI LTONS T RAPP E RS LURE. Lures a ll kind ot
·game. B ox 25 cts .. five $1. Ageµts wanted. Iramlltoµ Mfg .. Bawes City, Jowa.
NE W CARBURETOR FO R FOR D CARS. Simple, not
a mol' lng part, ipstalletJ in thirty minutes, guaran teed to do ub le YQUr mileage and start in 7.ero weat_f:ier
\ylthout hea tin: or priming. 15 days' FREE trial. Our
S t. Louis man solq a,Ooo in 8 mQnths. Salt Lake City
m:l.n made $1.200 in one week. \ Vrite U. &. .:f. Carbureto r Co .. J. 50l " '· .Tnr·kson Blvd .. <'trtca~p .
SOO AGENTS WANTE D AT ONCE for Mitchell'• Magic
Ma rr~! Washing C'ompo1.1-nrl. 300% profit. enormous re·
nea ter. Washes clothes spotlessly clean 111 ten to fifteen
0
11
3
~6~~uJ: ·an~ ~en~~~an~~~~h;~o~~. iu J~r1~fn~ ~:e ft~~

!i:::

to $35 wkly. Xo ca.pita! or experience requ ired.
Book explains everyth ing ; send 10 eta. to cover J)O s ta~e.
etc. Ward l'up . Co .. Box 1T. Tilton. N . 11.
S ECRET SERY IC!: OP£RA TIYES AND OE TEC TIYES
Travel t>very1~:.:.ra biz mon ey.
are in dema pq.

~1 0

W RITE T HE WOR DS FO R A :!ONG. \Ve revis . . poems,
write music and guaran tee t.O s"acure publication. Submi t ooems on any su bject. Broadway Studios, 165C,
Fitzge ra ld Build ing , New York.
MA RRY RIC H. hundreds anxious, description llst free,
satisfac tion gu aranteed. Select Club, D ept. A, Em·
poria, Kansas .
LONE LY MA IDEN, 26, would ma rry. Write for pie·
tu re. B ox 150K, Syracuse. K Y.
MA R RY; MANY RIC H. Pa rticul ars: for stamp. Mtt.
Morrison, 8053 w. Iloh.len Sr .. Sf' at tJe. ·w uh.
IF YOU Wl !l H a pretty and wealthy Wife. write mo
enclosi ng a stamped envelope Rlld l will answer.
Ull la n Sprou l. Station H . Cll", ela nd. 0 .
MA RRY: Names. Ad d resses, lad les a nd gentlemen des lr•
Sweetiteait' a. Munine,
ing early marriage 25 cts.
Barnes City, ] OWtt.
'l'housancJs congen lal peop l ~. wortll tr'om.
MA R RY:
$1, 000 to $50,000 seel<l nir early marriaze. description,
photos. intro ductions tree. Sealed . E ither sex. Send
Address Standard ('or. Club, Gr&yslake , 111.
! 10 mo ney.
MARR Y. Most succl"ssfui "Home Maker" : Ja m dreds r1Ch ,
confi.fonti al. relhble. years' exJlt'rfence. tlescriptioos
free. "The ~uccessfu l f'lub," Rox rrno, Oaklan d , Cal.
GET l\1ARR I ED -Be~t Malrimonial Ua gazln e .DU.blished .
Mailt!d FREE. Many '"orth from $1 ,000 antl u pwa.rd
wanted to e-e t married , either sex. American Dlstt.lbutor.
B1airsvllle. P a.

where . F asctna.tln g work. Learn this profession by
PHOTO PLAYS
Americaa School of
home study. P artku\ ars fr ~ e.
LEARN TO WRITE P HOTOPLAYS . J\Iy book tel11
CrJ;ninology, Dept. M . 'Dr,trott. Micl\.
what,
to St':Od, encourages. gives model.
where
how.
women
L . w.
BE A D ET ECT IV E. Opportunit'y for men anct
C'opyrigh t and other po ln1·ers for 50 cts.
fQr secret 1n vesth:a~i Q n in your distri ct. Write C. T . <leFrntes:. Dept. R. P. 0. B. 1461. Boston 1\h.~s.
I . . udwig, 52 1 \Vesto\fer Bld!f .. Ka nsas City, Mo.

SCIE NT IFIC

1
Senti bi rth date and
M ~~1~r' go~\ ~~s~ ~~~ifs~ .Y SE~1C:ri!~c~e~~i:~r~~~~:vi:1~i YO UR LI FE STORY in the stars.
dime fo r tria l reading. Eddy, 840 East 55th, Chl c&go,
openin13 F ree. Write, Ozment, 149, Sl Louis. B e
u. s. A .. .A partment 73.
<'onducte4 E~sm1n£t 1 011s.
READI NG give n wit h K~y to ll ealt h.
RAILWAY TRAFFI C INs r Ec TORS: Splendi d p ay a nd ASTR OLOGICAL
10 cts. bi:r thdate, worth ti. Joseph L . Devere, 123
Unlimited ad vance T rave l H desired.
expe n ~es.
Chic~: go.
Street.
Madison
Sitt
tudy.
s
Ves
'
ome
h
men t. No Jq;e llmit. T hree mon tbs'
P repare for vermanent tiosl tion . CHA RA CTER read from handwriting. Send d\m e for
uRtion arran~ed.
\V rite for hqoklet C. J..f. 101, Standard Business T ii in t rial readi ng and learn yourse lf. E. J ar vis, Box 1381.
. ---~-~--,--..., Sal t J,ake City, Utah.
'7clng I n&tltut• f.ulT_'t!P -:-cN~'._Y
1
1
~tClct N:rtu~~i. .Ji~~:s;a~~e:i~:erfur~~~;J nio ngo~;~· !'1~~'. CR OC H ETE Ra WAl<TED. No canvassl nir. Stamped adMISCELLA NEOUS
\Ve positively guarantee the sale of1 erer:v paC'kagE'. Ex· 10y reif!~keet"~1~~:t.f~firi~t~~~~;t plf.rs· J o!m Garrison. W R ITE THE WORDS FO R A S ONG . We r eviie poems,
C'l us lve t erritory. O\VN YOl1R 0\\ '." BUSl.1"\ESS. Yoµ
ite music ap tl guarantee t o secu re 1.1 ublica tion. Sub ..
wr
made
Oliio
Barber.
money.
r annot fail to make big
mlt poems on any subject. Broadway Studios. 165C,
St:OO last month. Send for free sample and proof. wi~uE c~~ uha~X1~Rs~J.r.E ~fo~r AC~pRn~~ Eg:C,d~.T?:i~i~d Fitzgerald BuiJd1ng. New York.
J.,, l\!ltchell & Co.,
Hurry, h ustl e. grab this chance.
1
elbu~~
~~~ceI~~~m~bl;~
a~~
Chicago.
6lst.
:~~1n!iP~
BO YS : 20 latest lfot Air Cards wi th big bunch at
E.
1312-1314
":&~~Fin:.Pi1~;i:
328.
~IA~s.
l>es k
magazines, printed matter sent you fo r 13 eta., coin
with qp rent to p~y ; no I'l"oney invested : t ake large
24 1'on19 A"Ve. ,
orders from ~amnle<:\. Goods are guaranteed and tiro\·en or stamps . Emptrc Su pply Compa ny,
Stea.dy,
. R. I.
ry.
e~es:ql!
J)awtucket
n
not
expE>riern'c
11n'g
1
Se
QU'lJity.
_n_t_.- C-a-ta-1-oi
y_o_u_w_a
_
-.--Ju_s_t_w_h_a·-,
S
U_R_E~
ic;.;._T.c
P
,
GOO KS
fTfirta8~~. t>:~t. f~r49:·v.~h7~~~: 11tctdr~:rer:;~~c:hcA~Y fr"'o . UnitNi Sa~es f'o .. RK. Springfield. 111.
PICTURES
~~
A.RT AND DEN
n~n~ pr E~Jr~'' ro ·-------~~---=
E LECrRICAL •fali001ni".~1-aCl1in0."" ~3, $5 and $7. Cata0
1
1
U ISS A Tl ~fl E 07 Bicorn e a Proreisioua l Mnn. Big ln logue for stamp. J . H. Temke, lOHI ' 'lue, K, Ctn ..
O ~!:1~J 1~ c~AN~~n~i1to~~ eM?go~s B~;~~s ~'~1 ?~~ ro:~ii:gle,
cpme. eesy \VOrk- short hou TJ. \Vrlte to-rl:!y. Bl umer rinnat l. 0 .
~7 Ann Bt:ee~e_p.l_lh__!!~'.J.!PITI. (' onn.
oOefee.
r
cts.
25
=-=E-=ETL E SCARF - P IN. Be• utl·
Send
=-cclL~l'""A""N,--B
o-Z
""A
Y-cB"R
LU C 1<7'
Rt: AL PHOTOGRAPH S, sure to please.
fu l shlmmPrl ng c:olortt. Not an imitation. Yery lucky.
fhrntl ton Company, .Barnes f' ity, Tow;t.
MUSICAL
320 1 \\'a<;h. B lvd., Chicago.
Corllov.
.
cJ
po-.tpal
c~.
50
music.
B EA UT I F U L, fascinating <len plcturcs: bathing girls, WRITE T HE WOP.OS FOR A SO NG. Wo write
::p-jCTlJ RE or tho::! !'ak:d Truti;::-ou r late.:it novelty. 2,j
. models. etc. Ch arnoterlsUc poses, size 6x8 inches; l 5
92'~
~~
hest~~b~~;lcPC
C
s~hj:g:_anc~nning, 111_ _ __ ~-D
,
lo~~b~trsl~~:
Urns.
nafrl~~~~~e
Sob1·llak
B.
R.
cts.
guaranteed.
Satiqfaction
all d J trert~ t for $1.
~o. Ml chi!l'an Are .. Sulto 249. Chicago, Jll.
fjobchJ.k Bros., 2427 Coyne St., Chicago.
'f AMM ERJNG
S
ll!lhooJ.
Ch
e,
orn
H
W RI TE A SO NG - Love, Mother,
0 8
8
"!"~ READY" and "liiss Fatima" arc beautiful. fasI compose music and s~~~Tr~;i;! •r;o~L~er t~~e. stai~~l~~~g i¥~i>~o~~11~ m1 i
Both fo r 25 cts.
patrioti c or any subjert.
~atl ng den pf<:ture'i, size SxG inches.
Thomas
Send word 9 t o ~ day ,
¥URran tee publl catl on.
t . Sobchak Dros., 2427 Coyne St.. l'!Jic11.ao.
P otomac Bank B ld g. , ~·a<.:hing t on. D . C.
Mer!l n. 293 Reaper B!ool<. Ch lcazo.
- - ----PHOTO S- Th at are not only C'1assy, Lut they are c:ooLI
T OBACCO H ABIT
ones; 10 prepaid for dollar blll. .Americiln I mporting WRITE T HE WORDS fOR A SON G. \\'e revi;e l>Oen:s.
CO KILLS MAN LY VI GOR . Qult h abit easl!Y.
f'ornpapy, Dept. R. El Paso. 'T'ex:t.s.
write music apd J:,'1.larante ti t o secu re publt ra tl on. Rub· TOBAC
or no charge. It cured . $1. Stblll
<"ured
form
Any
.
'
6J(
l
F=tudlos,
Broadway
subfoct.
mtt poems pn a ny
rr:iYi ng: ha rmless. J!~u ll remedy on trial. Perkins Co.,
COINS AND STAMPS
Fitzgera lcl B111lc1ini:. 1'\tw Yorlc
....
TI ·51. H endl l'v. Nebr.
n
<'oi
ol<l
get
and
guide
FREE. Send 10 cts. for coin
YO IJ WRIT E WORD S FO R A S ONG . We writ e th e
$1 if
~nuff Habi t cu red or no pay.
free Durso. Devt. 89 . 25 Mulber ry St . . N. Y. City.
mu sic, pu blish and serure a copyright. Submit poems TO BACCO or edy
sent on trial. Superba Co., PC.
cured . RPrn
914 South
STAMPS: 105 mixed, 1nc1. China . etc .. 2 cts.; Albu m on any subject. The Me tropali t1u1 Studios,
Bal timore, Md.
(500 pictures), S eta. B ul lllrd, No. 20, Sta. A, Boston. Mlchliran ..l.vo., ll.oom 147, Chlcairo, Ill.
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RHEUMATISM!

l~~:p=:~~=-~';!"~ -;;-=:

A magic trick novelty Fu:1: with each X Ray.

~ l>ept.13• • NEW BA~N. co•1.._

~~i'fM.S
···T

"I am eighty-three years old and I doctored for rheum &tism ever since I came out
of the arlllJ', over 50 years ago. Like many
others, I s pent m o ue y freel y for so- called
'cures' and I have r ead abo ut 'Uric A c:d s '
u ntil I could almost tas te it. I coul d not
sleep nig hts
or w a lk w ith out pain: my
hands wer e s o s ore a nd stiff I could not
hold a pen . Bu t n ow I am aga in in active
bus in ess a nd ca n wa l k vdth ease or write
a ll d a y wit h comfo r t . Friends are s uprised
at th e ch a n ge." You m i g ht jus t as w ell attemp t .to put ou t a fire with oii as try to
g et i~d of your rheumat ism , n euritis and
like com p lai nts ll.v ta kin g treatmen t s u p posed to d r i ve Uric Acid out of y o u r b lood a n d
bod y. It took l\lr. As b elm a u fi fty yea r s to
find out th <> t ruth. He lear n ed how to g e t
rid of t he t rue cause of his r h eu matis m, other
disor de r<> and r ecove r bis streni:-th fro m " 'l'he
Inner !ll ys t<'l'ies," n ow bein g d ist ribu t ed free
by an a ut hority wJ10 d evoted ove r twen t y
y ear s t o t he scien tific s tu dy of t h ls t ro uble.
If any rea dc>r of t his paper wish es '".rh e Inn er My " teries of Rheu mat is m" overlook ed by
d oc t ors a nu scienti~ t s fo r centuries p ast, s imply send a po s t card or le t t er to H. P. Clearw :i.te r. 53-1 -I<; 8treet . If not a s u fferer y our• elf. c ut ou t th is n otice a nd b a ucl thi ~ goo~
n ew s an d oJ,J~ o rtuul ty to s ome afflicted
friend. .All wh o s en d w ill r eceive it by re·
turn mail without any charge w hatever.

are Bald
or
l
•
U
are os1n

Their Hair
·

Let me tell you of my own case.
l wa s al mos t comp1et e1y ba ld , an d u
~:,=:,~~ !!~t:~~~::!'f!;!!.1',:~ng4 t.A:~~:ci~::':0~:1~~;: I had tried many tonics, lotions, et~ .,
·
- without benefit, I expected to remain
bald for the rest of my life.
But instead of baldness, I now have a
complete growth of hair upon my head.
This is all the more remarkable because
I am 66 years old.
The way that I obtained a perfect
Send name and address for 18 of the
most beautiful (jeod Luck Cdlmdarsand
hair growth was as simple as it wa1
c.Art Scenes, in colors. Theysell for 15
astonishing to me.
cts. and 20 cts. like lemonade at a cirrus.
While traveling I met an old Cherokee
When sold, send us $ i. 75 and keep balance, or select won.derful premiwn from
Indian who gave me a pomade or ointour large list of watches, cameras, etc.
ment to use upon my scalp. Although
YAN KEE STUDIO, Dept. 54
my confidence was meager, I used this
r!i'!~~~- 2054 W .Lalce St., Sta.D, Ollcago,Ill.
compound. lie told me it contained s&lected components from the Three Kin~
doms of Natur e.
After several applications my look.ng-glass revealed a slight fuzz. This
developed from day to day to a healthy
growth of hair . Imagine my satisfaction in being able actually to brush the
hair where there had been a bare scalp I
Yet it was true. Soon I was able to
comb it--and I have been able to do so
ever since.
I t raded wit h the old Indian i;avant,
obtaining the recipe. It was crude and
the oint ment was almost n P.useating. So
I had it modernized, by a practical
chemist, holding to the original principle, and now from the recipe a cosmetic
pomade is prepared. Men and women
have u sed it-and many are now doinr
No Study
so. In numerous cases remarkable reNcceaeary
sults are being reported.
This oint ment contains no alcohol nor
1ho~~~ll~~:'~o~~-fi:':J'.:.1 ~~ ·
anyt hing else that has a tendency to
~~~~!;~ ~:S::.1:o,tbJetb, ·~::
dry t he hair, the scalp or the roots.
powerful tonH, lmh.atl.u bind l.o·
The way for you to prove what it
1trumenta 1ha t t&k• 76.!\ll of atud.7
&D'1 - •-\ice to le&rll 14> JJllT,
will do for you is to try it. I will mail
If you oaa lnn11, t< lk or ~ 7ou t.nd 7""' friend• ...,
you the recipe free of charge. You:~~~~~ ri.°.~~-:~Ts·.:.,;:~ &:h.;..:~op~ ll:t
own physician will tell you that it i1
safe and you may obtain a supply from
Son1-o-Phone1
lhe druggist. Or you may get it from
me. It is called Kotalko. A proof box
are delighting
1vill be mailed, with the recipe, if you
thousands
send 10 cents, silver or stamps, to
''I smoked cigarettes ever since a boy.
lud rl1ht away for llookl•t t.nd
John Hart Brittain, 150 East Thirtyr.ll pa.rUcul&.n aboui Ulnt wend.er•
From six to eight sacks of tobacco I used
hal, io.e.xpeiatn inltrumonta.
3econd St ., BE-103, New York, N. Y.
weekly," states Mr. S. H. Ferguson.
Cigarettes were doing mo great h~rm. I
l'his is a genuine announcement dcAt all mulieal iflslrument
became
so
nervous
that
I
couldn'
t
sleep
until
d1al•r1, d1;a.rtm no1 stlH'es a.. d
!Oid of the lavish phraseology of the
I smoked. Each morning I had an awful
#OY sho;s. or wriu fdr fru
lsual advertisements, but it means extaste In mr mouth.
l1oolllet.
"Severa times I tried to quit by will·
1,c tly what it says, and I, being a busipower,
but
it
just
seemed
that
I
would
go
•ess man of good reputation, stand
lbe SonoDhone Company
wild if I couldn't have cigarette•.
17 I. Nllltll Gl.. 1 lAlroeklyn, N.Y.
:ady to t>rove it to you.
"I had almc•t given up hope of ever quit·
Brau boond ~owerfnl 1c..... ••l•ntfflcally rronnd Nearly
ene need• & te1nco1J:e. Get t hi• tln~ larre one FREii for &elllN' '

Calendars for 1920

He Quit

Play Eight1

Instruments

Don't Go Deaf

.A simple, perfectly safe, pleasant home remedy
has been found t o r elieve catarrh with t endency t o
Mad noises (buzzing, crackling, ..' 'l&I'ing, etc .) and
dtD/ness. Amazing benefits reporte..: . Nature's true
remedy; medicated h erbal :vnpo~no &hing to swnl·
low or put in your ear. A proof paokage will be
m•iled if you send only 10 cts., silver or stamps, to
The Blo8"er Co ., DA-104, Atlanta, Ga . Prove for
yourself this is genuine; you found it at lo.st!

Wrestling Book Free·

Be an expe rt wreetlc r. Learn at h ome by mall. ,
Wonde rful le•s ona p re_pare d byworld'• cbam_ploq_iiJ
F•rmor Burns and Fra nk Gotch . Free book
te ll;, 1ou how. Secret hold11, bloc ks and tricks re-

bf;~~j, ~~b'!,.~'!.1 '\.frn~·r~;f:!, 'b~~1?~ta~:~!~
Pm mar Burn!",, 2181 R1'mae B idA' • • Omaha. Nt!i-.

I

·

c·igarettes

ting until one day I sent for a free book by
Mr. Wood• that told me what to \lo. After
leor- .ug t he way, I quit easily In 3 days
and haven't touched a cigarette in years. I
have gained over 30 pounds and cannot
praise tb.e method too highly.
I say to
enry cigarette smoker--.:.if you can't quU
without helf ret this book," so says Mr.
Ferguson, o Orumps Park.
The foregoing r emarks are like those of
many other men who h ave been freed from
the habit of smoking cigarettes, p ipe or
cigars or who have been cbewinJr: tobacco or
diooinz snuff excessjvelY.
Get this book. I t is free; postpaid to you~
Cut this out an d show other s.
Write at once to Edward J. Woods, TC-IOS_
Station F, New York, N. Y.

O
,ured His RUPTURE
l was ba dly ruptured while lift ing a ti •.111 k
several y ears ago. Doctor s said my only
hope of c ure w as a n operation. Trusses
did me no good. F ina lly I got hold of some thing that q u ickl y and compl etely cured
m e . Y ears h a v e passed and the rupture has
never r eturn e d, a lthough I am doing hard
work as a carpen ter. There W (L S no operation, no lost t ime, n o trouble. I have nothing to sell, bu t w ill giv e full Informati on
about how y ou m a y find a complete curg
w ithout operation, if y ou write to me,
Eugene M. Pullen, Carpenter, 679F Marcellu s A v enu e, Manasq u a n, N. J. Better cut
out this notice a nd show It to any nthers
who a r e ru ptured-yo u may sav e a l: fe o r
at least stop t h e mi sery o f rupture and Uu
:Worry and dange r of a n opera t ion.

THE LIBERTY BOYS OF '76
ISSUES~
969 The Libe rty Boys at Tarrnnt's Tavern; or, Surprised by
Tarlet on.
970 Tb e L ibert y Boy s' Drum Bent; or, Callin g Ou t tbe ra t riots .
971 Tl1 e Libe rty Boys In a T igbt P lace ; or, Dick Sla te r' s L uc k y
Sbot.
972 Th e Liberty B oys Settltn g Old Scores ; or, Tbe Capt ure of
G en~ra l Prescott..
973 Th e Liberty B oy s and Trumpe ter Barn ey; or , Tbe Brave
Bugler ' s D efiance .
974 Tb e Li be rty Boys In I ro n s : or . Ca u g ht on a Pri so n Sbip .
975 T he L i berty Boys and th e R efu gees; o r. '£be ER!!n pe at B a ttle
Pass.
976 Tb e L ibe rty Boys Afte r the Jaeger s ; or, Th e Ameri can Cau se
in P eril.
977 '!'b e Li berty B oy s, Lig htni n g Swee p ; or , Tb e Affnir At Ru p;eley ' s Mill.
!!78 The Li berty Boys and tb e Dn mb Messenger ; or. Out Witb
the Mounta in Men.
!l79 Tb e I,iberty B oys' Ca rn lry Cbn r ge; or , Ru n n i n g Ou t tbe
Skinners.

- LATEST

980 Tb e Liberty Boys' Secret; or, The Gi r l ~PY of Brooklyn .

!l81 The Li berty B oys in th e Swa mp; or, Figh ti ng A!on g , b e S .1u tee.

T he Libe rty Boys' Comp rtc t ; or, Bound b y An Oa th.
n83 '£h e Libe rty Boys' Hollow Square; or, Holding Off th e Hes-

~ l82

sian.;;.
!l84 T he Li berty B oy s '
!l85 'l.'h e Libe rt y B oy s '
!lSG T he L i be r ty Bo ys'
987 'L'h e Li bert y B oy s'
988 T h e Liberty Uoy s

Counte r s ign ; or , H ot Work at the F orts.
Gold Chest ; or. '£lie 0 1d To r r ·s s ,,c r et.
H e lpin g H ard en ; o r , Sp y Ag ni us t Spy.
Com pac t : o r. Bo und by an Oa th.
on Pi ck et Du ty; o r , Facing the Wors t of

D a n ger.

989 'l'lle L iberty Boys and the Qu een' s Ran ger s ; or, Raiding by

·
Ra i ders.
!l!lO T he Libc1·ty B oys a t Snxnn n a h : or. At t nck Nl. On All Sides.
BuJlet.
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!lfl2 'l' lw L ib er ty B oys' Seven B attles; or . 1-'igh t iu g in th e F or est .
The p reCNling- n umbe r s arc for s al e b y a ll n ews deal er s, or w"ll lle
seut to nny a d d r ess o u r eceipt of price, 6 cen t s per cop y , in mone y
or postage " ta mps .
T H E F OJ, J,OWIKG NU)IBERS PRICE 7 CENTS:
9!)3 The L ilierty B oys a n d th e Press Ga ng; o r, Th e R a id on
Fra un ce's Tavern .

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

IF YOU WANT ANY BACK NUMBERS
of these weeklies and cannot procure them from newsdealers, they can be obtained from the publishers direct. Write o•t
and fill in your Order and send it with the price of the weeklies you want, and the weeklies will be sent to you by return
mail. POSTAGE STAMPS TAKJ')N THE SAME AS MONEY.
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No. 31. HOW TO BECO)IE A SPEAK-·
No. 14. -H OW TO MAKE CAN DY.-A comN APOLEON 'S ORACULUM AND
ER.-Contalning fourteen iJJustrations, givp lete hand -book for m a kin g a JI ki n ds o!
DREA~I BOOK.-Ccntarn lng tb e great or acle
ing the di!l'e r ent positions requisite t o beof human destiny; ~!so t he true meanin g. o! ca ndy , ice-cream, sy rups, essences , etc .. etc.
com e a g ood speake r , r eader and elocutionist.
N o. 18. H OW T O llECOME BEAUTIF UL.
a lmos t a ny k ind ox d reams,. togethe r w1tb
dia r m s, ce r em onies. a n d curiou s games of -One of the b r i~ ht est a ncl m os t val uabl& Al s o con tai ni ug ge ms from all the popular
au t hors of pr o~e and p oetry.
little books ernr given to the w orld. E veryd
ca~0~· 2. HOW TO DO T R.ICKS.- T be f:r.eat body wis lles t o kn ow how t o i.Jecome beautiNo . 3~. HOW TO R I DE A BICYCLE.is
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Con ta inin g i n stru cti ons tor beginners, ch oice
full inRt ru ctwu on all tl1e lcadrng car<;l tr1.c1:s simple. and alm ost costless.
a macb i ne , hint s on trai n ing. etc. A
o!
N o. 20. HO W T O EN TERTAIN AN EVEof t he cla .v, a ls o t he most po pu la r ruag1cl! I
comple te book. J;' uJJ ot pra ctical illustraillusions as pe r for m ed b y o u r lea drn g ma&i - NING l 'A lt TY.- .\. co mplete compeudlum of
ns.
tio
ciuns; ever y I.Joy should obtain a copy of g ames, s por ts, carcl d i vers ions, comic recit uNo. 35. ROW TO PLAY GA~IE S.-A. comtion s, etc., su ital.Jle for p a r lo r or clrawin g tbis llook.
l littl e book. co ntai n ing tbe
no'v TO F LIRT .- Tll e arts a n.d r oom en te rtain ment. It con ta ins more for p lete nu <! r1rnefu
, · 0, 3.
ru les a nd egulatiou s of billiard s. bagatelle,
wiles of fl irtat ion are fully e xpl ai ned b y t hi s the m on ey t han any. b ook pub li s hed .
uet, d ominoe s, e tc .
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handkerchief fan, g19ve, par asol, wrnclow mo s t comple te b un ti ng a n d fi shing guide
36. HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRUJ\18
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And bat tl i r t'a tion , i t conta i n s a. full li s t of ever pub lis hed.
-Co n tninln ~ a JJ th e lea d ing conundrums ot
a bo ut g-u ns, hunting clogs, traps, trapping
th e Jangua pe ancl •Pnti men t o! tiow er s .
th e cht:V , am u s in g riclules , curiou s catches
No. 4, HOW TO ~.\.NCE i s the titl ~ of a ncl fi s hiug, t og etller with description of
a ncl witt y s ayi ugs.
this li ttle b oo k. It conta ins f uJI i n stru ct ion s g ame aud fis h.
No . as. HOW TO BECO:\I E YOUR OWN
l;o. 22. 110\V TO DO SECOND SIGHT.In tbe a rt of da nc ing, et iq uette in t he b all DO CTOR.-A w onde rflll book CQ'llte,lnln_g
r oom a n d at part ies, how to . d ress, and f ull H e ller·s second s ig ht e xpJ.ainecl by hi s t or use ful nnd p mcticai info ,.m at ion' In tbe trent direction s for calli ng oil' lll all popular m er a ssista nt, Freel Huu;t;, Jr . ExpJalnin g
l.Jow the secr et d la loi;ues were carried on l.Je m ent of ordin a r y cl i"ea ses and alime nts com•CJUare dan ces.
m on to eve r y f am ily. Aho n nding In useful
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·• No. 23. HOW TO EXPLA IN DREA~lS .
giving sensi ble a dvi ce. m ies a ncl etiqu et te t o
No. 39. HOW TO RAISE QOGS, POUL.
lie observed, wit h man :> c urio us ancl inter e st- 'l'his iltt le boo k give s the ex pln n ation to an
TUY, PJGEO:\' S AND RAUBITS.~A nse!ul
kind s of drea ms, toitether with lucky and
Ing thini;s n ot ge nerall y Known.
ancl in s tructive book . lland ~omely illust~at
.
unlu cky days.
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No. 24. HOW T6 WRITE LETTERS •ro
.
No. 6. HOW TO B E C01IE A< A
f u JJ in s tru ctions
- Giving full in : tru ctio n fQr the u se of- GE NTLEMEN.-Con t a inin!!
HOW TO M ..i.i~ A:&D SET
No. 40.
~
dumbbeJJs, In d ian cl u bs. p a r allel bars, horl
o n a ll su bj ects.
TRAPS.- In cl u cl in g- hi n t s on h ow to catch
zontal b a rs a n tl va r ious othe r m ethods of for writing t o g entl emen
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No. 7. HOW TO REEP BIRDS.-Hand- E b
No. 41. TIIE no"ys OF NEW YORK END
somelv illu s trated a nd containin g full in- fe~so~nVj~ iri~j~ ~a~d . ustrations. lly Prol\fE:\''S JOKE HOOK.-Coutalning a great
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26.
No.
g
strnctions for tbe mana ge m ent ancl trainin
v a r iety o! t he latest j ok es u secl by the most
of tbe canar y. m ocki ngb ircl, bob olink, black- BUILD A BOAT.- Fully illustrated . l!' ull
fam ous en d men. No amateur minstrels is
instructions are gi"l·en in this little book, tobird, paro q uet, pa r rot, etc.
co10plete with out tills w o nd erful little b ook.
Jl<o 9, HOW TO BE CO:'.llE A VENTRILO- g e tber with in structions on swimming and
QUIST.-By Harry K e nn edy. Every in telli - riding, comp:rnl ou s ports to boating.
No. 42. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK
No. 27. H OW TO RECITE AND BOOK
gent boy r eadin g this book of instru ction s
STUMP SPE.UUllR.-Con ta inlng a varied as•
can m ast e r t he art. and c r eate any am ount OF RECITATIONS.-Conta iul!..!g- the most
sortm ent ot s tump speec hes, Negro. Dutcb
of fun for h i m s elf a n d frien ds. It is t he popular selection s in u se, com p risi ng Dutch
a n d lriRh. Al s o e ncl m e n 's jokes. Just the
d ialect. Frenc h di a lect, Yan k ee and Irish diagreates t b ook eYe r p ublis hed .
thin g for home amu sement ancl amateut
No 10. HOW TO BOX.- Tb e art ot self- Ject pieces, together with mauy sta ndard
s hows.
defense made ea s y. Containing ove r thi rty readin g s .
No. 43. HOW TO BECOl\IE A llIAGICIAN',
No. 28 . . HOW TO TELL FORTUNES .lllustratlons of guard s, blows, and the diffe r- Con taining tbe grand est a ssortm e nt ot
ent position of a good b oxer. Eve ry b oy Everyone is des irous of knowing- wbat h~
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wbetber
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s hould o b tain one of these u seful and in- future life
publi c. Also tri cks witb card s, in cantations,
structlve books, as it will teach you how to ness or mis ery, wealth or p overty. You can
one
y
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etc.
tell by a glan ce a t this little book.
box without a n In s t r uctor.
No, 11. HOW TO WRITE LOVE-LET- ancl be convin ced.
No. H. HOW TO WRITE IX AN ALNo. 29. HOW TO BECOi\IE AN INVENTERS.- A mos t complete lit tle book, cont ainBUU.- A grand coJJection of Alb u m Verses
inir full directions !or w r iting love-letter s, T OR.- Every boy sboulcl know bow iu venit a ble for any ti me and occa s ion, embracu
s
and wh en . to n se the m . giving specimen let- tions ori ginated . Tbis book ex plai ns th em
ing Line s of LoYe. A ffec ti on , Sentiment. HuaJJ , g-iving examples in electricit y, hrclrau lics,
ters for young an cl ol d. "'
Re •pP-Ct. and Cond olence, also Verses
mor,
No. lZ HO\V TO WRITE LETTERS TO m agnetism, optics, pneumat ics. me~anl cs ,
Su it able for Vale ntine s and Weddings.
LADIES·. -Giving complete Instru ctio n s for etc.
No. 45. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK i\llN"·
No. 31>. HOW TO COOK. -One of cne most
" ' rlting lette rs t o ladies on al! s ubj ects; al s o
in stru ctive book R on cooking ever publi s hed . STREJ, GUil>E AND ,JOKE BOOK -Someletters of introduction, notes and r equ ests.
thi n g n e w and very instru ctive. Every boy
No. rn. HOW TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF' It conta ins recipes for cookinir meats. ti s il ,
•b ou lcl oi.Jtaln this book, as it contains tull
ETIQUETTE.- Tt is a great IU'e s ecret, a u <I ga me, and o)·st e r s : al s o ol es, pudding-R,
i nstructions for org anizing an amateur min·
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s trcl tro une.
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all about. There's haDDiness lo it.
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